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September 21st 7:00 p. m. Faculty Meeting.
September 22nd and 23rd, Wednesday and
Thursday, Registration Days.
September 24th, 8:00 p. m. Student Re-
ception.
November 25th to 28th. Thanksgiving
Recess.
December 13th and 14th. Monday and Tues-
day, Term Examinations.
December 15th, Wednesday, Holiday Vaca-
tion Begins.
Winter Term 1927
December 29th, Wednesday, Registration.
March 17th and 18th, Thursday and Friday,
Term Examinations.
Spring Term 1927
March 23d, Wednesday, Registration.
May 2, Bishop Taylor's Birthday, Patron's
Day.
June 9th and 10th, Thursday and Friday,
Term Examinations.
June 12th, Sunday, 10:30 a. m., Baccalaure-
ate Sermon.
June 14th, Tuesday, 9:00 a. m., Annual
Meeting, The Legal Hundred.
June 14th, Tuesday, Alumni Day.
June 15th, Wednesday, Graduation Exer-
cises.
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INTRODUCTION
Taylor University is eighty years old. Born
first at Fort Wayne, north of its present site, born
again at Upland, a high, clean, rural village. It has
been styled as "Methodist in affiliation, independent in
control, interdenominational in service." About fifteen
denominations, most of the American States, and half
a dozen foreign countries comprise its field.
Like many of the earlier colleges, Taylor offered
almost everything at first, from grades to the higher
degrees. Gradually, under improving educational laws,
the offerings have been narrowed, in an effort to keep
step with the demand for higher efficiency. Grade and
secondary school work has been passed over to the
neighboring city school, supported by public funds.
This, by arrangement becomes a training ground for
Taylor's modern Department of Education, which
specializes under State approval, in preparing high
school teachers. The College of Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences, with a full variety of majors, is the central core
around which the offerings of the institution are now
constructed, with a single master's course, in the
theological major. Outstanding Departments of Music
and Expression are fostered, and good Departments
of Decorative Art and Home Economics.
The spiritual and moral life of Taylor University
has been a talking point in its favor down through the
years. In the recent new doctrinal adventures upon
which many colleges have entered, Taylor has had no
share. Without leaning to reactionary extremes, with-
out capitalizing the religious failures of other schools
to gain support for itself, Taylor goes steadily ahead,
emphasizing "the eternal verities". The John Wesleyan
message of Scriptural holiness, the insurgent mission-
ary faith of its namesake. Bishop William Taylor, and
the evangelical regard for the Holy Scriptures, have
influenced Taylor University in an orbit from which it
never veers. Its four cardinal aims are to care for heart
and life and mind and body.
GOVERNING BOARD
The Legal Hundred is the parent governing body, which
elects the Directors, Trustees and President of the institution.
Taylor University is the old corporation, administering the
educational charter, and the President of the institution is the
President of its Trustees.
OFFICERS
B. W. Ayres, Vice President, Upland, Indiana.
Barton Rees Pogue, Secretary, Upland, Indiana.
John F. Owen, Edowment Treasurer, Upland, Indiana.
Howard C. Miller, Treasurer, Erie, Pennsylvania.
DIRECTORS AND TRUSTEES
Term Expiring June, 1926
W. H. Polhemus Daleville, Indiana
Sadie L. Miller Upland, Indiana
John Paul Upland, Indiana
Term Expiring June, 1927
B. W. Ayres Upland, Indiana
Myron E. Taylor Upland, Indiana
Mrs. Elizabeth T. Stanley Liberty, Indiana
Term Expiring June, 1928
John F. Owen Upland, Indiana
B. R. Pogue Upland, Indiana
H. C. Miller Erie, Pennsylvania
ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
JOHN PAUL, D. D.
President
BURT W. AYRES, Ph. D.
Vice President
GEORGE EVANS, A. M., D. D.
Registrar
W. A. SAUCIER, A. M.
Dean of Men
Assistant Dean of College
RUFUS A. MORRISON, D. D.
Financial Secretary
COREY STEPHENS, A. B.
Secretary to the President
WELLS V. BISHOP






Superintendent, Purchasing and Stores





AYRES, BURT W., A. M., Ph. D.
PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY.
Three years of his baccalaureate work was done in De-
Pauw University. The balance of his training in residence
was at Taylor University, where he took all three of his
degrees, prior to the time that Taylor discontinued her
offerings in the doctor's course. Twenty-five years of pro-
found research and contact with educational progress has
made Dr. Ayres a foremost scholar and educator, recog-
nized in Who's Who. He served four years as Dean and
President of what is now John Fletcher College in Iowa;
has held the oflRce of Dean in Taylor for many years and
is now Vice President. A native of Indiana. Year of
service, 26th.
SHILLING, MRS. MARY
INSTRUCTOR IN DECORATIVE ART. Mrs. Shilling has
rendered several years of honorable service with Taylor
University and in public schools. Her credits in training,
though unassembled, excel the average teacher. With her
art is also a philosophy of the aesthetic, and her lectures
and general influence contribute to the cultural forces of
Taylor as a whole. She is a native of Pennsylvania. Year
of service, 26th.
WRAY, NEWTON, A. B., B. D., D. D.
PROFESSOR OF BIBLICAL LITERATURE AND
APOLOGETICS. Baccalaureate degree was earned in De-
Pauw University. Divinity degree was earned in Drew
Theological Seminary. Honorary degree conferred by
Taylor. Dr. Wray has served as acting President of As-
bury College, and was Dean of the Seminary before Tay-
lor University discontinued the distinctive separate semi-
nary course. Years of diligent study and familiarity with
literature new and old have marked him as one of
America's leading teachers of the Bible and Biblical liter-
ature. His contributions to the press have been extensive
and strong. Who's Who lists him as the author of Church
Fun and Finance and Must the Bible Go? He practiced
law for a while in the earlier stage of his career. He is a
native of Indiana. Year of service, 18th.
DRAPER, OLIVE MAY, A. M.
PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS AND MATHEMATICS and
also a chief counsellor in the Department of Chemistry.
Baccalaureate degree was taken in Taylor University
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and Master's degree in the University of Michigan. Many
months have been given to graduate work in Taylor and
two summers in Iowa State College, for self-improvement.
Miss Draper has had valuable experience in the field of
teaching and has rendered assistance in various phases
of school executive and development work. She is a native
of Iowa. Year of service, 13th.
EVANS, GEORGE, A. M., D. D.
PROFESSOR OF ANCIENT LANGUAGES AND LIT-
ERATURE. All his degrees were received from Lawrence
College, which also acknowledged his distinction by con-
ferring the doctor of divinity degree upon him. Dr. Evans
has taken solid courses in Johns Hopkins University 1904-
1906, 1912-1913, and done additional work in the summer
school of the University of Chicago. His administrative
experience includes the presidency of a college in the
South and other lines of educational service. He is ap-
pointed to Taylor by vote of the Oklahoma Conference.
He is Registrar. A native of Ireland. Year of service, 7th.
STANLEY, ADALINE E., B. S., A. B., A. M., Ph. D.
DIRECTOR AND PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION. The
science degree was earned at National Normal University,
the A. B. at Lebanon University, and the A. M. at the
University of Michigan and the credit work was com-
pleted for the Ph. D. at the University of Chicago. More
than the required credits for the doctor's degree have been
approved by the University; but extensive duties have de-
layed the completion of her thesis. Professor Stanley has
had extensive experience as an educator, and is regarded
by state and university authorities as a representative of
those who specialize in that vastly developed Department.
A native of Ohio. Year of service, 7th.
JONES, MARY F., A. B., A. M.
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ANCIENT LANGU-
AGES. An A. B. from Taylor University has been sup-
plemented by studies in the University of Michigan and
the University of Chicago, and service on the teaching
staff of Union College, Kentucky, and the Academy of
Taylor until our secondary work was discontinued. Mas-
ter's degree was taken at Taylor in the theological major.
A very efficient teacher. A native of Indiana. Year of
service, 6th.
POGUE, BARTON REES, A. B., S. T. B.
EXPRESSION AND PUBLIC SPEAKING. Professor
Pogue took his bachelor's degree at Taylor University.
12 TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
He has done years of graduate work, more than what is
presupposed for a doctor's degree, in TheologJ^ Philoso-
phy and Expression. His theology degree was earned in
Boston University but the principal work of his vocation
was done in Leland Powers School of Expression and The
Phidelah Rice School of Expression, of which he is a
graduate. He takes first rank as a teacher, is well recog-
nized on the American platform as an artist, and in the
Indiana press as a poet. A native of James Whitcomb
Riley's town in Indiana. Year of service, 6th.
BLODGETT, H. T., A. B., M. S., D. Sc.
PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY AND AGRICULTURE.
Baccalaureate work and some advanced work in science
was done in Michigan State Normal College and Michi-
gan Agriculture College. Master's degree was taken at
Taylor. A quarter of a century of experiment and re-
search afield has put Professor Blodgett among the in-
ventors and real contributors to science. Two of his inven-
tions, one of lights supplying daylight illumination for
miscroscope work, the other a method for dissecting and
analyzing plant disease cells, are used in his laboratory
and have received attention in the science press. State
authorities have given him honorable mention as an asset
on our faculty. On the side, Professor Blodgett is a poet
and literary man of more than ordinary ability. His doctor
of science was conferred by Ohio Northern University. A
native of Michigan. Year of service, 6th.
CLINE, LULA F., A. M.
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH. Bachelor degree was taken
at Taylor University. Credits considerably in advance of
master's have been earned in the University of Cincinnati
and the summer school of Harvard, but mishaps of health
have delayed presenting thesis at Cincinnati where de-
gree is due to be formally conferred. Miss Cline measured
up to the rank of a professor when a mere college gradu-
ate because of her personal endowments for apprehending
our language and its literature. A few years of experience
as a teacher, enhanced by the friendship and counsel of
some of the distinguished English professors of our day
have served to magnify Professor Cline's basic culture and
natural endowment as a teacher. A native of Indiana.
Year of service, 6th.
BOTHWELL, THEODORA, B. Mus.
DIRECTOR OF DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC. PRO-
FESSOR OF HARMONY, PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
AND PIANO. Also a teacher of Pipe Organ. Professor
Bothwell's baccalaureate degree was taken in Syracuse
University's College of Fine Arts, where she was a pupil
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of Dr. Adolph Frey. From the beginning she excelled in
technique, and is a musician of exceptional finish and
thoroughness. State authorities have discovered her and
given her the best of rating. She has supplemented her
collegiate studies with graduate and research work in
the American Institute of Normal Methods, Columbia
University, and the Chicago Musical College. Her success
as a teacher and organization leader has shown a reflex
in the enlargement of her personality as a teacher and
general factor in college organization, A native of Penn-
sylvania. Year of service, 5th.
OWEN, JOHN F., A. B., D. D.
DIRECTOR OF THEOLOGY. Bachelor's degree was
earned in the University of Chattanooga. The higher
recognition with doctor's degree was given by Ohio
Northern University. Aside from the theological electives
in the church school where he graduated. Dr. Owen's
seminary units have been wrought out through private
efforts, amid thousands of miles of travel and long months
of distinguished service as an evangelist in the United
States. He has made a critique of the ministerial course
offered in recent years by his church, the Methodist
Episcopal, the result of which has come out in construc-
tive lectures very valuable to the preserving of our
historic Christian faith. He is appointed to Taylor by vote
of the Alabama Conference of his church and is a native
of Alabama. Year of service, 3d.
PATTERSON, ELEANOR
PROFESSOR OF VOICE. Graduate from School of Music,
Ohio Northern University. Studied Voice under Professors
Blumenschein, Topping Brown, Madam Lanleow, Madam
Behr, Ziegler Institute of Music, and others. Sang in
prominent New York churches, a member of the Musical
Art Society of New York, approved as soloist with the
New York Oratorio Society. Miss Patterson has served in
lyceum work giving concerts in every section of the coun-
try. A native of Ohio. Year of service, 3d.
SAUCIER, W. A., A. M.
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION. Mr.
Saucier has taken the bachelor's degree in Meridian Col-
lege and in the State University of Kentucky. In the
latter institution he is completing his master's work in
the Education major in the season this Year Book is
issued. His experience as a director of young men and
as a high school principal has been quite extensive. He is
familiar with current educational problems, and a capable
teacher. Dean of Men and Assistant Dean of the College.
A native of Mississippi. Year of service, 2d.
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MILLER, SADIE L.
PRIMARY INSTRUCTOR IN MUSIC. Miss Miller is a
graduate of Taylor University's School of Music and has
rendered several years of devoted and efficient service
to the institution and the community. A careful and cap-
able teacher. She is a native of Pennsylvania.
FENSTERMACHER, GEORGE, A. B.
THEORY, ORCHESTRAL CONDUCTING, VIOLIN. A
graduate of Taylor University. Studied three years with
Walter Logan, Cleveland Symphony Orchestra. Also
studied under Richard Czerwonky, head of the Violin De-
partment of Bush Conservatory of Chicago. Professor
Fenstermacher serves as our acting professor of German.
A native of Ohio. Year of Service, 5th.
GUILER, IVEL, A. B.
LIBRARIAN. Miss Guiler took her college degree at
Taylor University and her technical training as a librari-
an with the University of Michigan. Her interest in the
library and her helpful attitude toward those using its
facilities make her a valuable factor in the institution. A
native of Indiana. Year of service, 3d.
AYRES, GILBERT, A. B.
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY. Mr. Ayi-es
comes as a recent graduate of Taylor, accommodating a
need as he initiates his graduate work. In his senior year
he captured one of the thousand dollar chemistry prizes
offered by the American Chemical Foundation in its
national contests. He will have the cooperation of Pro-
fessor Draper in his work. Thoroughness has marked his
record as a student and student instructor. A native of
Indiana. Year of service 2nd.
TAYLOR, MYRON E., A. B., D. D.
DIRECTOR OF EVANGELISM. His A. B. is from North-
western and his D. D. from Ohio Northern. Dr. Taylor
makes his headquarters at Upland, and gives advice and
counsel to the young people of Taylor who are training
for special evangelism. His calm and sensible examples
carry the greatest lesson. A native of Wisconsin.
RESLER, F. L., M. D.
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES.
Dr. Resler took his college and medical courses at Indi-
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ana University, where he received his degree. He is now
a practicing physician of more than average success. For
eight years prior to his medical career he was a teacher.
He gives fractional service to Taylor, and is a gifted
teacher, much in love with the class room. A native of
Indiana. Year of service, 2d.
CROZIER, GRACE LEAL, A. M.
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH LITERATURE. Miss Crozier
received her bachelor's degree at Nebraska Wesleyan
University and her master's at the University of Ne-
braska. She has pursued graduate work toward the
doctor's degree in the University of Chicago and in Co-
lumbia University. In addition to other educational ex-
periences she has had seven years of successful work as
a professor in John Fletcher College, Iowa, and four
years at Marion College in Indiana. A native of Nebraska.
Year of service, 1st.
WELLS, KENNETH, A. B.
DIRECTOR DEPARTMENT OF VOCAL AND EVAN-
GELISTIC MUSIC. Professor Wells took his bachelor's
degree in John Fletcher College, Iowa, where he also
graduated from the School of Music, with a Teacher's
Certificate and Diploma in Voice. He has studied with
Mme. Lucia Valair, now of Paris, with Mr. John Finley
Williamson, Director of the famous Westminister Choir
and head of the Voice Department in Rodeheaver's Sum-
mer School of Sacred Music. Professor Wells has also
taken lessons under Herbert Witherspoon. Besides his
teaching work, he has had seven years of eminent success
in the field of evangelism, in which capacity he is national-
ly known. He is a native of Oklahoma. Year of service, 1st.
RICHARDS, GRACE C.
PROFESSOR OF PIANO MUSIC. Miss Richards is a
graduate of the Musical Department of Michigan Uni-
versity. Her record as a musician and her teaching talent
were such that her alma mater gave her a position im-
mediately upon her graduation, and her teaching career
has been in the Music Conservatory of Michigan State.
Miss Richard's basic education prior to the University
course included high school and normal school courses. A
native of Michigan. Year of service, 1st.
EGBERT, MARY B., A. B.
SPANISH AND MISSIONS. Graduate of State Normal
of Washington. A. B was taken at Earlham College. Mrs.
Egbert's further study of Missions was made during sev-
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eral years on the field. Some advanced work in Spanish
Literature at the University of Chicago. She has an
acquaintance with the Castilian and colloquial Spanish.
Native of Michigan. Year of service, 24.
DARE, IRMA, A. B.
DEPARTMENT OF HOME ECONOMICS. Miss Dare
took her bachelor's degree in Taylor University, has taken
further technical courses with Muncie Normal College,
and is doing graduate work in her line with the University
of Chicago. A native of Missouri. Year of service, 2d.
BISHOP, WELLS V., D. M-T.
DIRECTOR OF PHYSICAL TRAINING. Mr. Bishop
was a student of Taylor University prior to the World
War. He rendered service over seas. His degree. Doctor of
Mechano-Therapy, was taken with the American College
of Mechano-Therapy. His courses included a broad ac-
quaintance with human anatomy and the laws of the body.
Mr. Bishop is also the Accountant of Taylor University, a
graduate in High Accountancy with the LaSalle Extension
University. A native of Michigan. Year of service, 1st.
GLASIER, WALTER C, A. M., B. D., Th. D.
SOCIAL SCIENCES. A. B., Baker University, B. D.,
Drew Theological Seminary, A. M. and Th. D., Taylor
University. Dr. Glasier's experiences in the forensic field,
in the pastorate, and in inter-collegiate activities have
contributed to a large vision and made him a man of
affairs in the college world. He retires from Taylor this
year after having served five years as a teacher and three
years as dean.
PEIRCE, EDITH, A. M.
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH LITERATURE. Miss Peirce
received her bachelor's degree from Eastern Nazarene
College and took her master's course, with English major,
in Boston University. Miss Peirce rendered an acceptable
year of service, 1925-1926, and retired because of provi-
dential circumstances.
SOUTHARD, M. MADELINE, A. M.
PROFESSOR OF HISTORY. A. B., Southwestern Col-
lege, A M., Northwestern University. Miss Southard is
head of the national organization of Women Preachers,
herself an evangelist of national reputation, and has been
repeatedly honored with membership in the General Con-
ference of the Methodist Episcopal Church. She was Tay-
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lor's Dean of Women and professor of History last school
year.
CLEAVELAND, HARLAN W.
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF VOICE. Trained under
private instructors. Besides the training received from
childhood under his father, a vocal director and band
musician, Professor Cleaveland has been a private stu-
dent of some professors of national and international
reputation, including George Madison of the Chicago and
Metropolitan Operas, Morton Adkins, Harold Osborne,
Herbert Witherspoon and Hermann Devries. Has had
wide experience in choir and oratorio conducting. A native
of New York. Served acceptably with Taylor, 1924-1926.
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FACULTY COMMITTEES
(First named is chairman of Committee)
Credits
The Dean Professor Cline Professor Saucier
Professor Evans The Vice President
Degrees
Professor Evans Dean Glasier Professor Wray
Library
Professor Stanley The Librarian Professor Bothwell
Government
Dean of College Director of Women Dean of Men
Professor Stanley Dr. Owen
Intercollegiate Debating
Dean Glasier Dr. Owen Professor Pogue
Lyceum
Professor Pogue Dr. Ayres Professor Wells
Ex-officio, The President and Dean
Student Organizations and Publications
Professor Blodgett Professor Draper
Professor Fenstermacher
Campus and Conservation
Professor Blodgett Mrs, Shilling Professor Wray
Student Aid
Dr. Ayres Mr. Bishop Miss Sadie Miller
Commencement Program
The President Professor Ppgue The Dean
Director of Museum and Custodian of Relics
Professor Blodgett
Admission
Dr. Owen Dr. Ayres
Committee on Graduate Work




COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
AND SCIENCES
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS
Fifteen units of high school work are required for classifica-
tion as a first year college student, a unit equalling one-sixteenth
of a four year high school course. They must be as follows:
One year of Algebra 1
Three years of English 3
One year of History 1
One year of Laboratory Science 1
Two years of Language 2
One year of Plane Geometry 1
Six units optional 6
Entrance Units Explained
The courses or units above tabulated must each be of high
school rank, taken four or five periods a week for thirty-four
to thirty-six weeks, the periods netting forty minutes. This is
to be attested either by examination or by certificates from ac-
credited high schools. The six optional units may come within
the compass of subjects listed below. The amount of each that may
be offered is indicated in the figure opposite the subject.
Optional Units for Admission
Agriculture ^ or 1 History 1 or 2
Algebra Mi or 1 Language 4
Bible %orl Physics 1
Botany i^ or 1 Physical Geography % or 1
Chemistry . 1 Physiology V2
Civics % Psychology % or 1
Home Economics 1 Zoology %orl
Economics V^ or 1 Commercial and Manual
English 1 Group 3
Geometry, solid Vz
Note.—Commercial and Manual Subjects are as follows:
Bookkeeping, Commercial Arithmetic, Commercial Law,
Commercial Geography, Drawing (Freehand or Mechanical),
Manual Training, Normal Training, Penmanship, Shorthand,
Typewriting; or such other subjects as are usually offered in ac-
credited high schools.
Admission to Advanced Standing
Students from other colleges upon presentation of certifi-
cates of honorable dismissal and proper certificates of credit will
be admitted to advanced standing. If possible these certificates
should be presented before the day of registration.
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Exceptions
If a student is a graduate from a general high school course
of an accredited high school, meeting the requirements of the
State Board of Education, yet without any foreign language,
the student will be admitted to freshman rank and sufficient
language will be taken in the College, for college credit, to meet
the language requirement.
If a single unit of any foreign language is offered in the en-
trance credits, this same language must be pursued for another
year in College, and college credit will be given.
Students presenting not less than thirteen of the fifteen
units required for full freshman rank will be admitted to College
on condition. Such students will be required to enroll at once in
preparatory subjects in which they are deficient.
Classification
The classification of students is made at the beginning of
the school year upon the following basis:
Freshmen: Students who are deficient not more than one
unit of entrance work and are carrying 12 term-hours of college
work.
Sophomores: Students who have no entrance condition and
have completed 40 term-hours.
Juniors: Students who have completed 90 term-hours.
This includes physical training.
Seniors: Students who have completed 132 term-hours.
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
The degree of Bachelor of Arts will be conferred on those
who have been in resident study for at least one school year,
and who have received one hundred eighty term-hour credits,
besides Physical Training, according to the group requirements
which follow (For requirements in Physical Training see Group
_
A term-hour credit is given for the completion of work re-
quiring one class exercise each week for one term or an equival-
ent. Each class exercise presupposes two hours of preparation.
For convenience the subjects offered in the College are
divided into six groups. A certain amount of work must be
chosen from each group. The total amount of distributed group
requirements is equal to about one-half of the one hundred-
eighty term-hours required for graduation, but only about one-
fourth of the total requirement is specified. This gives the stu-
dent an opportunity for specialization by careful selection of
the electives from the various groups. A student who desires to
receive the degree of Bachelor of Science instead of Bachelor of
Arts must take from groups III and IV, seventy-five of the one
hundred-eighty term-hours required for graduation.
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Credit is not given toward graduation for a part of a course
unless so specified in the description of the course. Credits will
not be counted toward graduation in which the grade falls be-
low 75, and not more than sixty term-hours in which the grade
falls below 80. However, a grade of 70 excuses the student from
taking a required course again.
Requirements by Groups
Group I. Ancient and Modern Languages.
From this group sufficient work must be taken to make
five years of language, including what was offered for entrance.
This requirement may be changed to four years in special cases
upon the approval of the faculty. Any language begun in College
must be continued through at least the second year, unless for
special reasons the faculty sets aside this requirement. If a
modern language only is offered for entrance, a classical langu-
age, preferably Latin, is recommended for at least two years of
the remainder of the required work.
Group II. English Language and Literature, Biblical Liter-
ature, Expression.
From this group twenty-four term-hours are required; nine
of these must be Course 6 in English and nine in Biblical Litera-
ture. Six term-hours of English must also be selected from the
literature courses.
Group III. Mathematics.
Students majoring in this group are required to take a
minimum of thirty term-hours in mathematics. The courses taken
must include 5, 6, 9, and 10. Those majoring in department 6
or 7 are required to have at least the equivalent of course 5.
Students who do not offer solid geometry for entrance must take
it in addition to the above requirements.
Group IV. Natural Sciences.
If two units of laboratory science are offered for entrance,
at least twelve term-hours are required from this group. If only
one unit of laboratory science is offered for entrance, twenty-
four term-hours must be taken in College. In either case, the
courses must be selected so that the student will have work (in-
cluding what was offered for entrance) in at least three of the
following departments: viz. Physics, Chemistry, Agriculture, Bi-
ology, Geology, and Astronomy.
Group V. History, Political Science, Social Science, Philos-
ophy, Education, Religion.
From this group forty term-hours are required of which six
must be in Philosophy 6, four in Philosophy 2, six in Economics
or Sociology, six or nine in History and Political Science and
eight in Education. Those offering three units of History for en-
tra,nce take at least six hours; those offering less than three
units take at least nine hours in a new field selected from courses
6, 10, and 25-29.
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Group VI. Physical Training, Drawing, Music, Painting.
All students are required to take two hours a week in Physi-
cal Training for six terms, unless excused for physical dis-
ability in which case other work may be substituted. Credit is
given for class work in Music, but not for applied work except
on the recommendation of the Department of Music.
Major and Minor Requirements
The requirements made in the foregoing groups insure to
the student breadth of culture and a knowledge of the different
fields of learning. On the other hand, in order to secure
thoroughness and continuity in special fields of knowledge, each
candidate for a degree must choose, not later than the beginning
of the junior year, a major in which he must complete at least
thirty-six term-hours and a minor twenty-four term-hours. The
student shall in every case select his major and minor after con-
sultation with the heads of the respective departments and shall






5. Mathematics, Physics and Astronomy.
6. Biology, Agriculture.
7. Chemistry.
8. History, Political Science, and Social Science.
9. Philosophy and Psychology.
10. Biblical Literature, Religion.
11. Education.
12. Expression and Music.
ARRANGEMENT OF COURSES
The following is the suggested arrangement of courses by
years. Students are expected to follow this arrangement unless
there is a good reason for a change:
Freshman Year
English 6 9 term-hours
Language 9 to 15 term-hours
Mathematics (for students expecting to major in
major depts. 5, 6, or 7.) 5 to 15 term-hours
Psychology or Education 14 6 term-hours
History or Economics 6 to 9 term-hours
Elective to make 45 term-hours
Physical Training
Sophomore Year
Language (if required) 9 to 15 term-hours
Science 9 to 15 term-hours
History or Sociology 6 to 9 term-hours
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Biblical Literature 6 to 9 term-hours
Elective to make 45 term-hours
Physical Training
Junior Year
Language (if required) 9 to 15 term-hours
Philosophy (Logic) 4 term-hours
Elective to make 45 term-hours
Senior Year
Elective to make 45 term-hours
The student, in making out his elective courses for each
year must give attention to the group and major requirements
for graduation.
COMBINED COLLEGE AND MEDICAL COURSE
Students who desire the degree of Bachelor of Arts and
Doctor of Medicine and do not wish to spend the usual eight
years in the two courses, may enroll in the combined College
and Medical Course and thus shorten the time to seven years.
This privilege is open only to students who have a record of
good scholarship for the first three years of their course and
who have been resident students at the University at least one
of these years. Under this provision the student may give his
full time during his fourth year to work in the medical school
of an approved institution, but must make application for gradu-
ation as if in regular attendance here and pay the diploma fee.
A student must have at least one hundred forty-one term-
hours of credit in the College of Literature, Science and Arts,
and this credit must include ail the specified requirements for
graduation from the College except eleven term-hours of the
general requirement in Group II, and nine term-hours of the
general requirement in Group V; but the work must include
six term-hours in History or Political Science in Group V and
Plane Trigonometry in Group III. This includes the extra six
hours credit for two years of physical training.
A certificate from the Medical School stating that one full
year's work has been satisfactorily completed is accepted by the
University for forty-five term-hours of credit to complete the
one hundred eighty hours required for graduation.
PREMEDICAL COURSE
First Year
English Comp. and Lit. 9 term-hours
Biology 12 term-hours
Chemistry 15 term-hours
French, German, or Latin 9 to 12 term-hours




French, German, or Latin 9 to 12 term-hours
Chemistry 15 term-hours
Psychology 6 term-hours
Mathematics 5 to 10 term-hours




Chemistry or Biology 4 to 5 term-hours
Physics 15 term-hours
Economics 6 term-hours
Bible 6 to 9 term-hours
Elective to make 45 term-hours
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Graduates of the Methodist Episcopal Hospital of Fort
Wayne may continue their course with Taylor University, said
graduates having completed an approved high school course or
its equivalent, prior to their entrance upon the Hospital Course.
They will be allowed two years' advanced standing for the de-
gree of Bachelor of Science in Nursing, enabling them to com-
plete the course in two years of work, totalling thirty session
hours (ninety term-hours).
The subjects required in this course will be determined by
the Dean or Credits Committee of Taylor University, governed
by the subjects the candidate has completed in high school and
at the hospital. After the required subjects have been designat-
ed, the candidate will be free to elect the remainder of the
course from any department of the institution whose courses
are in line with the design for the candidate's life-work.
Graduates of the Hospital who are not high school gradu-
ates are eligible for the same degree, but a longer time will be
required, as they must make up their entrance requirements
and be subject to certain discounts upon work done in the
Hospital School which otherwise might have been admitted as
credit toward the degree.
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MASTER'S COURSE
In one major, the Theological, Taylor offers the course lead-
ing to the master of arts degree. Courses completed under the
terms of this department entitle the student to credit toward the
graduate degrees offered in any seminary in sympathy with
Taylor University. In many circles, this master's degree will
have more weight than a bachelor of divinity degree, although
the latter supposes a longer course. The course offered under
this head, carefully guarded against the superficial, and having
no mere honorary feature, is designed to give the essentials of a
preparation to enter any average ministry of preaching or
teaching.
Qualifications for Admission to M. A. Course
Graduation from a standard college with character of credits
that the committee on graduate courses can pronounce ger-
mane; with no grades below 80 and not more than one-fourth
as low as 80.
Deficiency in the former case may be remedied by special
added requirements, to be determined by the committee. Defi-
ciency in the matter of college grades makes applicant ineligible.
The committee is not permitted to prescribe atoning conditions.
Required Work
Fifty-four term hours (thirty-six semester hours) are re-
quired for the master's degee, and a thesis of not less than five
thousand words, on some subject which has been approved by
the committee, and which is in line with the major subject. It
must be printed or typewritten on paper eight and one-half
inches by eleven, with suitable thesis binding, and must contain
a table of contents and a list of authorities consulted. The sub-
ject of the thesis must be submitted and approved by Decem-
ber first and the completed thesis must be submitted to the com-
mitee for approval by May first preceding the Commencement at
which the candidate expects to receive his degree.
Forty-five term-hours of this work must be done in resi-
dence at Taylor University. Only those showing records of ex-
ceptional scholarship will be permitted to carry more than fifteen
hours weekly in this course. Not more than one-third nor less
than one-fourth of this should be a minor in Science and Arts.
Vocational Emphasis
For purposes of graduate work the theological major is
divided into four groupings, and the candidate for the master's
degree is advised to choose the subjects of his major favoring
principally the group designated for the line of work which he
expects to pursue. Large liberty is extended in making the
choices, but combination of subjects should be submitted to the
committee for approval. No subject previously taken for college
credit may be taken again and credited.
Group I looks toward the pastorate.
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Group II qualifies for a Sunday School Specialist or a
collegiate professorship in the Biblical department.
Group III for Evangelism and Soul Winning.
Group IV for Foreign Missions.
Vocational Group I.
Homiletics or Expression 9 term-hours
Rural Problems or City Problems 3 term-hours
(One of which must be in observation and practical work.)
Church Government and Administration 2 term-hours
Systematic Theology 15 term-hours
Church History or Religous Education 6 and 14 12 term-hours
Electives in Arts and Sciences 13 term-hours
• Vocational Group II.
(It is better to have had Greek for this Vocation.)
Old Testament History (5) 4 term-hours
New Testament History (6) 4 term-hours
Old Testament Introduction (10) or Pentateuch
(8) or Religious Education (6) or (14) 6 term-hours
Systematic Theology 15 term-hours
English Bible as Literature (24) 6 term-hours
History of Religion (3) 6 term-hours
Principles of Teaching (5) 4 term-hours
Electives in Arts and Sciences 9 term-hours
Vocational Group III.
Homiletics or Expression 9 term-hours
Systematic Theology 15 term-hours
Old Testament Introduction (10) 6 term-hours
Paul and His Epistles (7) or The Four Gospels
(15) 9 term-hours
Sociology 6 term-hours
Electives in Arts and Sciences 9 term-hours
Vocational Group IV.
Missions (1) 9 term-hours
Systematic Theology 15 term-hours
Medical Points for Missionaries (15) or Agricul-
ture (3) and City Problems 9 term-hours
Religious Education (6) or (14) 6 term-hours
History of Religion (3) or Christian Evidences
(2) 6 term-hours
Electives in Science and Arts or Philosophy 9 term-hours
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
In all of the laboratory courses two hours of laboratory
work are counted as equivalent to one hour of recitation.
The faculty reserves the right to withdraw any elective
course for any term, if it is elected by fewer than five students.
AGRICULTURE
Professor Blodgett.
The three courses cover one year, two recitation hours, and
two laboratory hours (120 minutes) per week. Credit 4 hours
each term. Students may enter at beginning of any term.
Fall term. Soils: formation, distribution, classification, and
physical properties of soils. Soil management, drainage, ferti-
lization. Soil organisms and their relation to fertility. Soil
adaptations.
Winter term. Farm crops: history, distribution, adaption,
improvement, cultivation, and harvesting of the principal farm
crops. Study of weeds, and weed seeds. Special attention to
orchard and garden.
Spring term. Animal husbandry: the dairy cow, dairy
breeds, composition and properties of milk, milk testing for
butter-fat, dairy rations. Poultry husbandry, poultry breeds,
their adaption, poultry housing, incubating, brooding, poultry
rations, poultry diseases and pests, culling the flock. Swine,
breeds, and breeding. Feeds and feeding, management, housing,
diseases, and their treatment.
ART
Mrs. Shilling.
1. FIRST YEAR.—Medium: Charcoal, pencil and water-
color. Type forms and shapes related to them. Pencil handling in
the rendering of trees, flowers and plants. Still life. Outline and
mass drawing, and in value with pencil and charcoal painting.
Simple perspective.
One hour a week for the year.
2. WATER COLORS.—Practical knowledge of colors. Ren-
dering of flowers and common subjects. Simple landscapes. Still
life drawing. Out-of-door sketching. Science of color as applied
to home and dress. Practical design. History of art.
One double period a week throughout the year with outside
work. Credit, 3 term-hours.
3. MECHANICAL DRAWING.—A study of theory and
practice of art in some of its practical applications: mechanical
drawing, lettering, posters, cartoons, etc.
Two hours per week throughout the year. Credit, 2 term-
hours.
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4. INTERIOR DECORATING.—Drawing of plans for a
house. Choice and arrangement of materials for a house and its
furnishings. Design: creative and practical work in both color
and form. Work from an artistic and economic viewpoint.
One double period a week throughout the year with out-
side work. Credit, 3 term-hours.
Prerequisite: Course I or equivalent.
5. DESIGN.—TheorjT^ of color and its relation to the deco-
rative idea. Theory of design with the principles of form ; applied
design. In connection with work in applied design, work is done
in stenciling.
Elective in college. Three hours a week, with prepared work
during the fall term. Credit, 2 term- hours.
Prerequisite: Course 1 or equivalent.
For private lessons in water colors or oil painting, see
teacher.
8. BASKETRY.—A practical course in basketry, including
such materials as reed, matting, raffia, paper rope, pine needles,
etc.
Two hours a week throughout the year. Credit, 3 term-hours.
11. HISTORY OF ART AND APPRECIATION.—An in-
tensive study of art and its significance as a civilizing factor. A
general knowledge and an intelligent appreciation of the great
artists and their work is sought. Textbook, lectures and reports.
Elective in college. Required of those specializing in Art and
strongly recommended for students in Expression and Music.
Two hours per week throughout the year. Credit, 6 term-hours.
12. METHODS.—A study of the materials and methods of
teaching Art in grades 7-12.
Textbook, lectures and reports. One hour per week through-
out the year. Credit, 3 term-hours.
13. SUPERVISED TEACHING AND OBSERVATION.—
To be arranged as needs arise.
ASTRONOMY
Professor Draper.
1. GENERAL ASTRONOMY.—The course comprises a
study of solar system, nebulae, stars and constellations. The
mathematical calculations are reduced to the minimum.
Recitations two hours a week, or the equivalent in observa-
tory work, for the year. Credit, 6 term-hours.
Alternate with Geology 1 and 2.
BIBLICAL LITERATURE AND APOLOGETICS
Professor Wray.
2. CHRISTIAN EVIDENCES.—Lectures and textbook
method combined. A study of the arguments in behalf of the
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validity of the Christian religion.
Two hours a week throughout the year. Credit, 6 term-hours.
5. OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY.—A survey of the lead-
ing events of Hebrew history down to the days of Christ. Rela-
tions surrounding the peoples, crises and national character re-
ceive adequate consideration.
Three hours a week for the first half of the year. Credit
4 term-hours.
6. NEW TESTAMENT HISTORY.—The Life of Christ is
studied with a text-book and original examination of the Gospels.
The political, social and religious conditions of His nation and
times, the final stages of preparation of His work, the successive
periods of His ministry and the tragic end, are thoroughly
brought out.
The life of Paul is then taken up as embodying the history
of the Christian Church during the Apostolic period. His place
in history, his unconscious preparation for his work, his con-
version, his gospel, his mission, his missionary labors and his
writings and character, are the principal topics of this subject.
Three hours a week for the last half of the year. Credit, 5
term-hours.
7. PAUL AND HIS EPISTLES.—In this course the stu-
dent traces and studies the entire career of Paul. When he comes
to the Apostle's first literary activity he takes recourse to vari-
ous Biblical historical and archeological sources in order to gain
a knowledge of the peoples and places addressed and the condi-
tions then and there existent. Thereupon he makes a thorough
and analytical and interpretative study of the epistles themselves.
Then he resumes his itineracy with Paul until the Apostle writes
his second group of letters when he again studies peoples and
places addressed, conditions then and there existent and the
epistles themselves. He then approaches and studies the third
and fourth groups of epistles in the same manner. In this way
the student associates himself with the great Apostle through-
out an untiring and compelling impressive career of evangelistic,
pastoral, and missionary activities. His study of Pauline Epistles
by R. D. Shaw is supplemented by extensive collateral study and
frequent class lectures.
Alternates with Bible 15. Three hours a week throughout
the year. Credit permitted by term. Credit, 9 term-hours.
8. THE PENTATEUCH.—This wonderful portion of the
Word of God will have thorough treatment in the following re-
spects:
The hypothesis of higher criticism regarding its composition
and authorship will be exposed and refuted.
Its vital relation to the rest of the Bible and, therefore, its
historic and redemptive importance, will be shown.
Its dispensational and typical teaching, book by book, will
be set forth with some detail in explaining the person and work
of Christ and other allied truths as fulfilled in the New Testa-
ment.
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Two hours a week throughout the year. Credit, 6 term-hours.
10. OLD TESTAMENT INTRODUCTION.—The Old
Testament being an initial point of cleavage between orthodoxy
and modernism, a constructive course is offered supporting that
view of the Old Testament as held by Christ and the New Testa-
ment writers. Some lectures in apologetics are included. Two
hours a week throughout the year. Credit, 6 term-hours.
13. WISDOM LITERATURE AND PSALMS.—This
course will embrace an interpretation and exposition of the
books of Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Song of Solomon and Ecclesi-
astes, with such supplementary work as will enhance the value
of the course.
Alternates with Bible 8. Two hours a week throughout the
year. Credit, 6 term-hoars. Offered in 1927-28.
14. PROPHETIC STUDIES.—The aim of this course is to
explain and interpret the prophets in their relation to their age,
their message, and their outlook on the future. The Messianic
predictions will be considered at length, together with the dis-
cussion of modern critical views. A somewhat detailed exposi-
tion of their dispensational and spiritual content will be given.
Two hours a week throughout the year. Credit, 6 term-
hours. Offered in 1927-28.
15. THE FOUR GOSPELS.—This course alternates with
Bible 7. It includes a thorough study of the four Gospels with
special emphasis upon the Gospel of John.
Three hours a week throughout the year. Credit permitted
by the term. Credit, 9 term-hours. Offered in 1925-26.
16. BIBLICAL GEOGRAPHY.—A comprehensive view of
the lands and peoples mentioned in the Bible. Special attention
is devoted to Palestine.
Two hours a week for the spring term. Credit, 2 term-hours.
18. JAMES, PETER, and JUDE.—These Epistles are care-
fully considered with their background of time, place, and cir-
cumstances of authorship. Their authenticity, credibility, and
authority are established with a thorough exegetical study of
their contents.
Two hours a week for the spring term
24. THE ENGLISH BIBLE AS LITERATURE.—The pur-
pose of this course is to study the Bible as a great piece of
literature; to examine such of its forms as Lyric Poetry, History
with Epic, Prophecy, Wisdom Literature and the different forms
of address; also to study the Bible as a related whole.
Two recitations a week for the year. Credit, 6 term-hours.
Prerequisite: At least six term-hours in literature.
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BIOLOGY
Profesor Blodgett.
The courses are designed to meet the needs of two classes of
students; those who desire some knowledge of the biological
sciences but do not intend to specialize in science, and those
who wish a good foundation for teaching or medicine.
Students who expect to take advanced work in biology
should take at least one year in chemistry. Medical students
should take as a minimum, Biology 2 and 4. They should also
include Biology 7 and 10 if possible. Not all of the advanced
courses will be offered every year, but are so alternated that a
student will have opportunity to take all of the work before
completing his course.
2. ZOOLOGY.—This course is intended primarily as a
foundation study for pre-medical students, but is also valuable
to those not expecting to specialize in science. The relationship
of animals to disease is constantly stressed and especial empha-
sis is placed on the life history of those animals which relate
themselves to health problems on foreign mission fields.
The class takes up the study of animals, beginning with pro-
tozoa; and follows these through successive degrees of complexi-
ty, emphasizing comparative anatomy especially among verte-
brates.
Required of pre-medical students. Recitation two hours,
laboratory four hours, thoughout the year. Credit, 12 term-hours.
4. GENERAL BOTANY.—The structures and functions of
plants, morphology and physiology; kinds of plants and their
relationships; ecology, and classification. A general view of
plant life from the simpler to the higher forms inclusive.
Recitation two hours, laboratory four hours for the first
half of the year. Credit, 12 term-hours.
7. BIOLOGY AND DISEASE.—This course consists of
recitations and lectures on the causes, and means of preventing
communicable diseases. It aims to give the facts which every
person should know concerning consumption, typhoid fever,
cholera, diphtheria, yellow fever, and other diseases caused by
bacteria or protozoa. This course is intended to give missionary
candidates a knowledge of the cause, prevention, and manage-
ment of the more common diseases and medical emergencies,
which they may meet in the mission fields. Three hours a week,
fall term. Credit, 3 term-hours. Oft'ered 1927-28.
10. HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY.—Human structure and nor-
mal function of the human body. Adapted to meet the need of
those who expect to teach human physiology in the high schools.
Applicable also to students of physical education and sanitary
science.
Three hours for fall term, two hours for the winter term,




The courses in Chemistry are arranged to meet the demands
of two classes of students : those desiring some knowledge of the
subject as a matter of general culture, and those electing the
subject with teaching, medicine, or analytical chemistry in view.
However, the aim of the department is not to turn out technical
chemists, but to lay a broad foundation for later specialization.
Those who expect to specialize in Chemistry are urged to elect
English, Mathematics and German or French. A year's work in
College Physics should be taken by those who elect work beyond
Chemistry 2. Courses 3 and 6 alternate with courses 4 and 5.
1. GENERAL INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.—A general in-
troductory course. It is the prerequisite for all other courses.
The first part of the year is devoted to the non-metals and to
underlying principles. A study of the metals and elementary
qualitative analysis completes the course. Special attention is
given to commercial processes and applications.
Required for pre-medical students. Recitations three hours,
laboratory four hours throughout the year. Credit, 15 term-
hours.
2. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS.—The underlying princi-
ples, as electrolytic dissociation, chemical equilibrium and re-
versible reaction are reviewed and applied to qualitative analy-
sis. The metals, the acids, ore analysis.
Required of pre-medical students. Recitations one or two
hours a week. Laboratory six or eight hours a week for the fall
term. Credit, 5 term-hours.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 1.
3. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS.—An elementary course
in gravimetric and volumetric analysis with practice in the
simpler separations and handling of precipitates.
Recitations one or two hours a week. Laboratory six or
eight hours a week for the spring term. Credit, 5 term-hours.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 2.
4. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.—A study of the compounds of
carbon. Lectures and recitations on the more typical organic
compounds and their important derivatives.
Three hours a week for the winter and spring terms. Credit,
6 term-hours.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 2.
5. ORGANIC PREPARATIONS.—This course is to be
taken with Course 4. It consists of preparation and purification
of typical organic compounds from the fatty and aromatic series,
illustrating the important reactions, and a careful study of the
reactions and compounds.
Gatterman: Preparation of Organic Compounds. This course
must be preceded or accompanied by Course 4.
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Three to six hours a week for the winter and spring terms.
Credit, 2 or 4 term-hours.
. 6. PRACTICAL AND APPLIED CHEMISTRY.—A prac-
tical course in commercial and household chemistry. The detec-
tion of impurities in food products, the chemistry of cooking and
other problems of interest in daily life make up the work.
Recitations three hours a week. Laboratory four hours a
week for the winter term. Credit, 5 term-hours.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 1.
7. HISTORY OF CHEMISTRY.—This is a study of the
lives of men who have been instrumental in the development of
this science. Lectures and recitations with collateral reading.




Professors Stanley and Saucier
NOTE:—Selection of courses in this department should be
governed by State requirements for those taking certificate
majors, which are as follows:
II. Professional Academic Preparation.
Graduation from college with a minimum of 180 term-hours
of credit. Grades, 85 or above.
II. Professional Academic Preparation.
General Psychology. (Ed. 14) 4 term-hours
Educational Psychology. (Ed. 7) 5 term-hours
Secondary Education (Ed.17) 4 term-hours
Principles of Teaching. (Ed. 5a) 4 term-hours
Supervised Teaching. (Ed. 11) : 4 term-hours
History of Education. (Ed. 1) 4 term-hours
III. Academic Credit in two subject groups as follows:
English. 56 term-hours. To include: Ed. 20a, Eng. 5, 6, 7, 9,
10, 11, or 22; 12 (Short Story); 18, 15, 19, 25, 16.
Expression, lb. Credit, 9 term hours.
Social Science. 36 to 54 term-hours, including United States
History in Options I or II.
Mathematics, Science, Latin, Music, as per Indiana State
Board of Education, Bulletin 75.
IV. A Professional Academic Course in each of the two
subject groups elected for a license. Credit, 4 to 6 term-hours.
Taylor's Offerings.
1. HISTORY OF EDUCATION.—A general course, cover-
ing the history of educational thought and systems from the
earliest times. (One half the course is given to modern educa-
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tional development.) In addition to a class text and a study of
the classics, each student is required to make a rather complete
report upon the life and writings of one educational reformer.
Four hours a week during the fall term, 1926, 1928, etc.
Credit, 4 term-hours.
Prerequisite: A course in Elementary Psychology is advised.
3. INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATION.—A general view
of the field of pedagogy by text book, reports, and supple-
mentary reading. Advised as a prerequisite for all Education
courses.
Four hours a week for the fall term. Should be taken in
freshman year. Credit, 4 term-hours.
4. SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION.—A study of the school
as an organism, from the view point of the superintendent and
principal. Text, readings, discussions, lectures, reports.
Required of those specializing in Education. Elective to
others with consent of Director of Education. Spring term, 1928,
1930, etc. Credit, 4 term-hours.
Prerequisite: Education 1 and 3, or 5a and 17.
5a. PRINCIPLES OF SECONDARY TEACHING.—An in-
vestigation of principles underlying the teaching process and
of class room management. Some attention is given to adoles-
cent psychology. Text, supplementary reading, lectures, reports,
and discussions.
Required for state certification and for those specializing
in Education. Four hours a week during the fall term. Credit, 4
term-hours.
6. PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION.—A philosophical
study of the principles of Education. Text, supplementary read-
ings, reports and lectures.
Required for those specializing in Education. Elective for
college juniors and seniors, and others who are qualified. Four
hours a week during the winter term, 1927, 1929, etc. Credit, 4
term-hours.
Prerequisite: Education 14 or Philosophy 6, or their equi-
valent.
7. EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY.—A study of the laws
of mental development and of the learning process. Text,
lectures, readings, reports, and experiments.
Required of those specializing in Education and for
secondary certification. Five hours a week during the spring
term. Credit, 5 term-hours.
Prerequisite: Education 14 or Philosophy 6.
9. SPECIAL METHODS. SECONDARY SUBJECTS.—In
line with the Indiana State requirements: a. English; b. Mathe-
matics; c. History; d. Languages—Latin, Greek, French, Ger-
man, Spanish; e. Science—Physics, Chemistry, Biology, General
Science.
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Each subject is a course in itself. Under each subject there
will be, if needed, a review of content material with a view to
teaching it, and a study of the method of each particular sub-
ject. Junior year urged.
Text, discussions, reviews, a limited amount of group teach-
ing and lesson plans.
Required for certification in any particular subject. These
courses will be given each year as needed; but, as far as possible,
in the following alternate order: a, c, e—1927-28; b, d—1926-27.
Credit, 4 or 6 term-hours, according to how much review is
found necessary.
Prerequisite: Consent of the Head of Department of Edu-
cation.
11. SUPERVISED TEACHING AND OBSERVATION,
SECONDARY GRADES.—The aim of this course is to help
the student find himself before the class and to master the teach-
ing process in one subject, with real profit to the pupils.
Required for first grade certificate in secondary subjects.
Term to be arranged. Credit, 4 term-hours.
Prerequisite: Education 9.
12. CHILD PSYCHOLOGY.—A scientific study of the
psychology of the child. Text, lectures, supplementary readings
reports, and experiments.
Required of those specializing in Education. Five hours a
week in spring term, 1927-29, etc. Credit, 5 term-hours.
Prerequisite: Education 14 or Philosophy 6, except by speci-
al arrangement. Education 7 is advised.
13. PSYCHOLOGY OF ADOLESCENCE.—To meet in
particular the needs of Junior High School teachers and social
workers in dealing with the adolescent.
Consent of Director of Education necessary for enrollment.
Fall term 1927, 1929, etc. Credit, 4 term-hours.
Prerequisite: Education 14 or Philosophy 6.
14. TEACHER'S PSYCHOLOGY.—An attempt is made in
this course to arrive at a definite concept of the materials,
fundamental facts and laws, applications and relations of Psy-
chology as the science of mind and human behavior. Its sub-
jective and objective aspects will be investigated in order better
to interpret its phenomena.
Required in teacher training courses. Should be taken in the
Freshman year. Four hours a week in the winter term. Credit,
4 term-hours.
15. EDUCATIONAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS.—
This course aims at a knowledge of scientific principles and
methods for the measurement of children and children's in-
struction.
Required of students specializing in Education. Four hours
a week in the Avinter term, 1928, 1930, etc. Credit, 4 term-hours.
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Prerequisite: Junior or Senior standing except by consent
of Director of Education.
17. SECONDARY EDUCATION.—An intensive investiga-
tion of the problems of secondary education, including pupil
counseling and advising. Text, supplementary readings, lectures,
reports, and discussions.
Required for High School certification and for those speci-
alizing in Education. Four hours a week in the winter term.
Credit, 4 term-hours.
18. COURSES IN MUSIC— (See under Music.)
20a. TEACHERS' COURSE IN ENGLISH GRAMMAR.—
This course with English 6 will be accepted in lieu of Educa-
tion 20. Open to all students specializing in Education; to others
only by permit of Director of Education.
Required, or its equivalent, for certificate major in English.
Two recitations per week throughout the year. Grade, 90 or
above. Credit, 6 term-hours.
24. HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY.—See Biology 10. Required
for certification in the Science major. Credit, 8 term-hours.
26. RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.—See Religion 6, 14, and
16.
29. MYTHOLOGY AND FOLKLORE.—An appreciative
study, as a background for Literature and the Fine Arts, of
the myths and folklore of European and other countries with
special stress upon that of Greece and northern Europe. Text,
supplementary readings, lectures, reports.
Required of students majoring in English, Languages, Art.
Expression, or Music. Spring term. Credit, 4 term-hours.
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
Professors Cline and Crozier.
5. AMERICAN LITERATURE.—This course offers a sur-
vey of American literature from its beginning to the present day.
Two recitations a week for the year. Credit, 6 term-hours.
Offered 1927-28.
6. COLLEGE RHETORIC—The texts are The Writing of
English, by Manly and Rickert, A College Handbook of Writing
by Woods, and Progressive Readings in Prose, bv Chamberlain
and Bolton. The work includes the constant writing of themes
and essays.
Required for College Freshmen. Three recitations a week
for the year. Credit, 9 term-hours.
7. ARGUMENTATION AND DEBATING.—The work
comprises the study of a text and practice in debating and argu-
mentative composition.
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Alternates with course 12. Two recitations a week for the
year. Credit, 6 term-hours. Offered 1927-28.
8. POETICS.—A study of the subject-matter, forms and
meters of poetry, based on Gummere's Handbook of Poetics.
Should be taken as an introduction to the courses in Poetry,
English 10, and English 11.
Two recitations a week for the fall term. Credit, 2 term-
hours. Offered 1927-28.
Prerequisite: English 6.
9. SHAKESPEARE.—A careful study of representative
plays of Shakespeare not previously studied by the class.
Elective. Three recitations a week for the winter term.
Credit, 3 term-hours.
Prerequisite: English 6 and English 14.
10. ENGLISH POETRY.—Especially Byron, Shelley, and
Keats.
Two recitations a week for the winter term. Credit, 2 term-
hours. Offered in 1927-28.
Prerequisite: English 6.
11. BROWNING.—A study of the poetry of Robert Brown-
ing.
Three recitations a week for the spring term. Credit 3 term-
hours. Offered in 1927-28.
12. ADVANCED COMPOSITION.—An advanced course
in English Composition. Offered in 1926-27.
Two recitations a week for the year. Credit, 8 term-hours.
14. THE RISE OF THE DRAMA.—The work will include
the reading of drama of various periods, with the study of the
development of the drama.
Should be taken as introductory to English 9. Three recita-
tions a week for the fall term. Credit, 3 term-hours.
Prerequisite: English 6.
15. EIGHTEENTH CENTURY LITERATURE. — The
work includes the reading of biographies of representative au-
thors of the period, and the study of their work.
Advised for Sophomores. Three recitations a week for the
winter term. Credit, 3 term-hours.
Prerequisite: English 6 and English 18.
16. THE RISE OF THE NOVEL.—A study of the de-
velopment of the novel, with the reading of the novels of vari-
ous periods.
Four recitations a week for the winter term. Credit, 4 term-
hours.
Prerequisite: English 6.
17. NINETEENTH CENTURY LITERATURE. — The
work includes the i-eading of biographies and works of authors
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of the nineteenth century.
Advised for Sophomores. Three recitations a week for the
spring term. Credit, 3 term-hours.
Prerequisite: English 15.
18. EARLY ENGLISH LITERATURE.—Study of the de-
velopment of the Epic, and reading of early Middle English
poetry, Chaucer and Spencer.
Advised for Sophomores. Three recitations a week for the
fall term. Credit, 3 term-hours.
Prerequisite: English 6.
21. DANTE AND MILTON.—This course includes a study
of the minor poems of each writer; also the study of The Divine
Comedy and Paradise Lost.
Three recitations a week for the fall and winter terms.
Credit, 6 term-hours.
Prerequisite: At least one course in literature.
22. TENNYSON.—A detailed study of the poems of
Tennyson.
Two recitations a week for the spring term. Credit, 2 term-
hours. Offered 1927-28.
23. CONTEMPORARY DRAMA.—This course includes the
study of some of the problems of modern civilization and the so-
lutions suggested by the following dramatists: Ibsen, Bjornson,
Tchekoff, Sudermann, Strindberg, Shaw, Hauptmann, Gals-
worthy, Hervieu, Synge, Maeterlinck, Echegaray, Rostand,
Brieux.
24. A REVERENT PRESENTATION OF THE ENGLISH
BIBLE AS LITERATURE.—The purpose of this course is to
study the Bible as a great piece of literature. Attention is given
to the literary forms found in it such as Lyric, History, and
Epic, Prophecy and Wisdom Literature, and the different forms
of address. The Bible also is studied as a connected whole.
Two recitations a week for the year. Credit, 6 term-hours.
Prerequisite: At least six term-hours of literature.
An alternating course; offered 1926-27.
25. ESSAY COURSE.—This course offers to those special-
izing in English: (1) A rapid reading survey of the essay field;
and (2) an interpretative study of the essay as literature—its
history, principles, meaning, and practice. Incidentally it meets
the Indiana requirements for essay work in English major for
State certification.
Required of those specializing in English. Elective for others.
Four hours a week for the fall term. Credit, 4 term-hours.
Prerequisite: English 6, or its equivalent, except by special
permit of the Head of the Department of English.
26. ORAL ENGLISH.—This course is arranged with a
view to meeting the requirements of students taking teacher
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training under the requirements of the Indiana State Teacher
Training Board. For further description see Course 1 in the
School of Expression.
Required of students in Teacher Training courses who are
majoring in English. Three hours a week throughout the year.
Credit permitted by the term. Credit 9 term-hours.
27. OLD ENGLISH.—This course includes the study of the
Anglo-Saxon Language and Beowulf.
Two recitations a week for the vear. Credit, 6 term-hours.
Offered 1927-28.
Prerequisite: English 6.
28. NINETEENTH CENTURY ENGLISH PROSE.—This
course includes the study of the representative works of Carlyle,
Arnold, Newman, Pater, and Ruskin.
Four hours a week for the spring term. Credit, 4 term-hours.
Prerequisite: At least nine term-hours of literature.
30. JOURNALISM.—Lecture, reference, and task work,
covering the art of making news reports, balancing editorial
themes, designing pages, writing captions, and other features
bearing upon journalistic technique. Also lessons in the prepar-
ation of copy and proof, editorial ethics and problems in dealing
with the trades. Elective, one hour a week, the year.
FRENCH
Professor Evans.
1. BEGINNING FRENCH.—As grammar is the founda-
tion of any language, the aim of the first year's teaching is to
give the pupil a clear understanding of the grammatical re-
lations of the language, this knowledge to be tested by the abili-
ty to write French based on the texts read in the class. Special
attention will be given to pronunciation and oral drill in simple
sentences. Eraser and Squair's French Grammar with supple-
mentary texts on special phases of the language will be used.
Verbs of the regular conjugations are mastered and the work
on irregular verbs is begun. Reading from modern French
authors. Written work on books read.
Five recitations a week for the year. Credit, 15 term-hours.
2. SECOND YEAR.—Advanced work in grammar and re-
view, composition and conversation. Constant drill on irregular
verbs. Reading: Daudet, Le Petit Chose; Halevy, L'Abbe Con-
stantin; Resumes, La Brete, Mon Oncle et mon Cure.
Three recitations a week for the entire year. Credit, 9 term'
hours.
3. THIRD YEAR FRENCH.—Literature of the French
Renaissance and the seventeenth century with particular at-
tention to the classical period. Reading from Corneille, Moliere,
Raeine and other authors. Continued study of grammar, com-
position and irregular verbs. Resumes.
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Three recitations a week for the year. Credit, 9 term-hours.
4. FOURTH YEAR FRENCH.—Literature of the nine-
teenth century. A critical study of Dumas pere, Dumas fils,
Victor Hugo, de Musset, George Sand. Resumes and composi-
tion.




1. PHYSICIAL GEOGRAPHY.—A study of physiographic
processes in the development of the surface features of the
earth, with an account of their influence as a basis for the inter-
pretation of human geography.
Four hours a week or equivalent in laboratory or field trips,
for the first half of the year. Credit, 6 term-hours.
2. GENERAL GEOLOGY.—A course in dynamical struc-
tural and historical geology. Includes lectures, field excursions
and a study of topographic and geologic maps.
Four hours a week for the last half of the year. Credit, 6
term-hours.
Geology 1 and 2 alternate with Astronomy 1.
3. COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY.—A study of physical
and political influences on the products of man's industry, with
attention to raw materials, markets, manufacturing and trans-
portation.
Four hours a week for one-half year. Credit, 6 term-hours.
GERMAN
Mr. Fenstermacher
The giving of these courses will depend upon extent of de-
mand.
1. BEGINNING GERMAN.—The work comprises drill upon
connected pronunciation and upon the rudiments of grammar;
conversation and training of the ear as well as of the eye.
German is used in much of the class-room instruction. Texts:
fall term, Ham and Leonard, Brief German Grammar, and Guer-
ber's Marchen and Erzahlungen; winter term. Storm's Immen-
see; spring term, Baumbach's In Zwielcht, or an equivalent.
Drop if Spanish is offered.
Five recitations a week throughout the year. Credit, 15
term-hours.
2. SECOND YEAR GERMAN.—Thomas' German Gram-
mar; Hillern's Hoher als die Kirche, and Heyse's Niels mit der
offenen Hand or equivalents; Wilhelmi: Einer muss Heiraten;
Benedix: Eigensinn; Schiller's Wilhelm Tell; constant practice
in speaking and writing German.
Three recitations a week for the year. Credit, 9 term-hours.
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3a. GERMAN COMEDY.—Lessing's Mina von Barnhelm,
or Freitag's Die Journalisten; essays and conversation.
Elective. Three recitations a week for the fall term. Credit,
3 term-hours.
Prerequisite: German 2.
3b. GERMAN CLASSICS.—Gothe's Hermann und Doro-
thea, or Iphigenie; essays and conversation.
Three recitations a week for the winter term. Credit, 3
term hours.
Prerequisite: German 2.
3c. MODERN GERMAN PROSE.—Sudermann: Frau-
Sorge; essays and conversation.




Professors Evans and Jones.
1. BEGINNING GREEK.—The student is given a good
training in the fundamental principles of the language. The
rules of syntax are emphasized. Xenophon's Anabasis Book I.
Elementary Prose Composition, one period a week.
Five hours a week for the year. Credit, 15 term-hours.
Prerequisite: Latin 1.
2. XENOPHON AND PROSE.—Anabasis. Books 2, 3, and
4. Homer's Iliad, Books 1 and 2. Elementary Prose Composition
with grammatical review, throughout the year
Three hours a week for the year. Credit, 9 term-hours.
Prerequisite: Greek 1.
3. POETRY.—Selections from the Iliad and Odyssey of
Homer. Studies and papers on the legends and epic literature of
Greece.
Three hours a week for the year. Credit permitted by the
term. Credit, 9 term-hours.
Prerequisite: Greek 2.
4. PHILOSOPHY AND DRAMA.—Plato: Apology and
Crito. Study of Socratic Method and Philosophy. Euripides:
Alcestis. Papers on the origin, development and influence of
Greek drama.
Four hours a week for the year. Credit permitted by the
term. Credit, 12 term-hours.
Prerequisite: Greek 2.
5. ORATORY AND COMEDY.—Demosthenes: On the
Crown; Phillipics. Aristophanes; Frogs or Clouds.
Four hours a week for the year. Credit permitted by the
term. Credit, 12 term-hours. Courses 5 and 6 offered in alter-
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nate years.
Prerequisite: Greek 3 or 4.
6. HISTORY AND DRAMA.—Selections from Herodotus
and Thucydides. Research work and papers required. Aeschylus:
Prometheus Bound; Sophocles; Antigone; or an equivalent.
Four hours a week for the year. Credit 5 and 6 offered in
alternate years.
Prerequisite: Greek 3 or 4.
7. ADVANCED PROSE COMPOSITION.—This course
may be taken in connection with Greek 5 or 6.
One hour a week for the year. Credit permitted by the term.
Credit, 3 term-hours.
Prerequisite: Greek 4 or equivalent.
8. NEW TESTAMENT GREEK AND EXEGESIS.—This
course is occupied with the Gospels and the Apocalypse, the
peculiarities of the text studied receiving careful attention. A
study of the vocabulary and syntax of Biblical Greek is made
throughout the course.
Prerequisite: Greek 2.
9. NEW TESTAMENT GREEK AND EXEGESIS.—The
chief doctrinal and practical Epistles compose this course, the




Professors Southard, Glasier and Owen.
5. ENGLISH HISTORY.—A study of the entire course of
English History from its beginning to the present time, giving
attention to the development of England as a constitutional
state with some emphasis upon English influences in the political
development of other states.
Two hours a week during the year. Credit, 6 term-hours.
Offered in alternate years.
6 GREEK AND ROMAN HISTORY.—The first half year
is devoted to the study of Ancient Greece; the second, Ancient
Rome. Attention is given to the institutions and civilization of
the ancient peoples and their influence upon later civilization.
Three hours a week for the year. Credit, 9 term-hours.
Offered in alternate years.
7. INTERNATIONAL LAW.—The purpose of this course
is to give the student an understanding of the principles gov-
erning the relations of enlightened nations. A study is made of
the origin and development of the law of nations, relations of
states in peace and in war; laws of neutrality; settlement of
international disputes; and the development of internationalism.
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Some time is devoted to the history of the foreign relations of
the United States.
Two hours a week for the year. Credit, 6 term-hours. Alter-
nates with course 21.
8. THE REFORMATION.—A survey is made of the
Renaissance after which consideration is given to the causes
which weakened the old church and prepared the way for a
revolt; the Protestant Revolution; and the Counter Reformation.
Three hours for the spring term. Credit, 3 term-hours.
Offered in alternate years.
10. MEDIEVAL AND EARLY MODERN HISTORY.—The
subject matter studied covers the history of Europe from the
break-up of the Roman Empire to the eve of the French Revolu-
tion, with emphasis upon the life of the times and the conditions
out of which grew feudalism, the papacy, and the crusades.
Considerable attention is given to the institutions of the medie-
val period.
Three hours during the year. Credit, 9 term-hours. Offered
in alternate years.
14. CURRENT HISTORY.—A study and discussion of cur-
rent events with interpretation in the light of the past. The aim
is the arousing of interest in public and political questions.
One hour a week during the year. Credit, permitted by
the term. Credit, 3 term-hours.
15. HISTORY OF THE CHURCH FROM THE NEW
TESTAMENT TIMES TO THE PRESENT.—A study of the
early Christian Church in its origin, extension and institution;
the medieval church including the Roman Papacy; the Refor-
mation; and of modern denominations.
Four hours a week through the year. Credit, 12 term-hours.
16. HISTORY OF THE ANCIENT ORIENT.—The pur-
pose of this course is to give a survey of the history of Egypt,
Babylonia, Assyria, the Phoenicians, the Hittites, and others, as
a background of the history of Israel.
Three hours a week for the fall term. Credit, 3 term-hours.
17. THE HEBREW COMMONWEALTH.—The history of
the long struggle of the Hebrews for independence, for a home,
for their social and religious ideals, and for the maintenance of
their institutions.
Three hours a week for the winter and spring terms. Credit,
6 term-hours.
19. HISTORY OF LATIN AMERICA.—An introductory
study of the various republics in Latin America. Phases of
civilization are studied in order to find similarities and differences
in character and attainment of the several countries.
Three hours a week for the spring term. Credit, 3 term-
hours.
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21. INTRODUCTION TO AMERICAN GOVERNMENT.—
A study of the national, state, and local government of the
United States. An attempt is made to emphasize principles,
points of view, tendencies, influence and counter-influence, and
the reaction of human nature to political tasks and situations.
Two hours a week for the year. Credit, 6 term-hours. Alter-
nates with course 7.
25. HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN COLONIES. (For-
mation Period).—Beginning with the study of the European
background, this course includes such topics as the English
colonial settlement and expansion in the new world, the old
colonial system and its break-down, and the development of self-
determination in government leading to national consciousness.
Three hours a week for the fall term. Credit, 3 term-hours.
Offered alternate yeai*s.
26. HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES TO 1860 (Na-
tional Period).—A general survey from the Revolutionary era
to the Civil War, with emphasis upon political history.
Three hours a week for the winter term. Credit, 3 term-
hours. Offered in alternate years.
27. RECENT HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES 1861-
1924.—This course traces the gradual change of emphasis from
questions growing out of the Civil War and Reconstruction to the
problems arising from the rapid development of the nation. At-
tention is given to such topics as the growth and extension of
population, transcontinental railways, industrial combinations,
currency and tariff, foreign relations and imperialism, political
readjustments, and the United States as a World Power.
Three hours a week for the spring term. Credit, 3 term-
hours. Offered in alternate years.
28. SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC HISTORY OF THE UNIT-
ED STATES.—A study of the beginning of America as an ex-
pansion of Europe, and the development of the American people
as seen by their agricultural, scientific, industrial, and social
progress.
Three hours a week for the fall term. Credit, 3 term-hours.
Offered in alternate years.
29. HISTORY OF AMERICAN DIPLOMACY.—A rapid
survey of American diplomatic relations from the beginnings to
the present time with the view of finding just how America be-
came a World Power.
Three hours a week for the winter term. Credit, 3 term-
hours. Offered in alternate years.
30. HISTORY OF THE FAR EAST.—The history of India,
China, Japan, Indo-China, and the Islands of the Pacific. Atten-
tion is given to the contribution of these Far Eastern countries
to common welfare of mankind.
Two hours a week for the winter and spring terms. Credit,
4 term-hours.
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32. MODERN EUROPEAN HISTORY.—A survey course
in the history of Europe from about 1500 to the present time.
Emphasis is placed on historical events and movements in order
that the student may understand present day conditions and
think intelligently on the problems confronting Europe and the
world.
Three hours a week for the year. Credit, 9 term-hours.
HOME ECONOMICS
Instructor, Irma Dare.
1. CLOTHING.—A study of clothing from the standpoint
of design, suitability, purpose, laundering qualities, cost, and the
clothing budget. Practical work consists of the application of
the above principles in clothing construction.
Two two-hour periods a week for the fall and spring terms
and three two-hour periods a week for the winter term. Credit,
7 term-hours.
3, CLOTHING (Advanced Dressmaking).—Study of the
principles of costume design and their application with emphasis
on silk and wool.
Two two-hour periods a week for the fall term and three
two-hours periods a week for the winter term. Credit, 5 term-
hours.
Prerequisite: Home Economics 1.
6. FOODS.—A study of foods from the standpoint of
costs, selection, preparation, meal planning and table service.
Special study is given to testing foods and their use in the
balanced diet.
Three two-hour periods a week for the fall and spring
terms and two two-hour periods a week for the winter term.
Credit, 8 term-hours.
8. TEXTILES.—A study of the source, cost, manufacture,
and use of textiles, development of spinning, weaving, dyeing,
laundering, clothing budgets, care of clothing, and consumer's
league.
One two-hour period per week for the fall term. Credit, 2
term-hours.
9. FOODS AND DIETETICS.—A study of the food princi-
ples and types of foods—their composition and nutritive value;
methods of working out typical dietaries and determining food
requirements as affected by sex, age, size, activity, and physi-
cal condition. Practical work consists of the application of the
principles learned in planning dietaries for individuals and
groups under differing conditions and preparation of meals with
emphasis on correct number of calories and nutritive values.
One recitation and one two-hour laboratory period a week
throughout the year. Credit, 6 term-hous.
Prerequisite: Home Economics 6. Chemistry 1.
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11. THE HOUSE.—The history of the house and reading of
house plans, arrangement of rooms and furnishing for each
from the standpoint of sanitation, economy, convenience, labor
saving, needs of the family and beauty. Practical work consists
in the planning of houses and suitable furnishings.
Keeping of the household accounts, economic buying, domes-
tic service, care of the house, cleaning processes, etc.
Two two-hour periods a week for the winter term. Credit, 2
term-hours.
13. WOMAN AND HER SOCIAL RELATIONS.—Woman
in her various relations such as a citizen, a member of society,
and in the home. A study of the opportunities open to woman
in the business world and the training and qualifications neces-
sary.
Two one-hour periods a week, for the spring term. Credit,
2 term-hours.
LATIN
Professors Evans and Jones,
1. BEGINNING LATIN.— The fundamental relationship
of the Latin to the English language is taught continually while
the elementary principles of Latin are studied throughout the
year. Special emphasis is laid upon the mastery of the declen-
sions, the conjugations and the syntactical uses of the subjunc-
tive mood, and indirect discourse. Simple selections in Latin will
be read with a view to preparing the student for Caesar.
Four recitations a week for the year. Credit, Sub-freshman,
1 unit; College, 9 term-hours.
2. CAESAR AND PROSE.—Caesar's Commentaries on the
Gallic War, Books I-IV. Studies from the Latin grammar and
prose compositions are supplementary to the translation.
Three recitations a week for the year. Credit, 9 term-
hours.
Prerequisite: Latin 1.
3. CICERO'S ORATIONS AND PROSE.—Six Orations of
Cicero, including the four Cataline orations. Pro Archia, and
one other. Prose composition is also continued. Attention is
given to the study of Roman public and private life, and Roman
methods and attainments in education and law.
Three recitations a week for the year. Credit, 9 term-hours.
Prerequisite: Latin 2.
4. VIRGIL'S AENEID.—Books I-VI. This year's work
includes also a study of various figures of speech, metrical read-
ing, mythology and literary merit of the poem.
Three recitations a week for the year. Credit, 9 term-hours.
Prerequisite: Latin 2.
5. CICERO'S ESSAYS.—Philosophy: De Senectute and
De Amicitia.
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Four hours a week for the fall term. Credit, 4 term-hours.
Prerequisite: Three years of Latin.
6. PROSE COMPOSITION.—Latin prose composition
based upon the text of Cicero's essays. This is a comprehensive
study of classical Latin grammar and is most beneficial in giv-
ing a student a clear understanding of Latin syntax and style.
Especially necessary for those preparing to teach Latin.
Four recitations a week for the winter term. Credit, 4 term-
hours.
Prerequisite: Latin 5.
7. TACITUS.—Germania and Agricola; Essay, biography
and history.
Four recitations a week for the spring term. Credit, 4 term-
hours.
Prerequisite: Latin 4 or 6.
8. HORACE.—Odes and Epodes. A study of Roman poetry
of the classical period.
Four recitations a week for the fall term. Credit, 4 term-
hours.
Prerequisite: Latin 4 or 7.
9. LIVY. Selections from Books 1, XXI, XXII; History.
Four recitations a week for the winter term. Credit, 4 term-
hours.
Prerequisite: Latin 4 or 7.
10. PLINY.—Pliny's Letters.
Four recitations a week for the spring term. Credit, 4 terra
-
hours.
Prerequisite: Latin 4 or 7.
11. THE PRIVATE LIFE OF THE ROMANS.—This
course is especially intended for students who desire a thorough
account of Roman customs and life in the later republic and
earlier empire, in order that they may better understand the
countless references to them in the Latin texts which they read
in the class room.
Two hours a week for one term. Credit, 2 term-hours.
Prerequisite: Roman History and two years' study of Latin.
12. TYPICAL LATIN LITERATURE.—Selections from
the following: Plautus, Terence, Ovid, Petronius, Martial, Ju-
venal and other authors.
Two recitations a week for the fall and winter terms. Credit,
4 term-hours. Not offered in 1926-1927.
Prerequisite: Two years of College Latin.
13. ADVANCED PROSE.—A special course in classical
Latin grammar with continued practice in writing Latin. Cor-
rectness of expression and the cultivation of feeling for idiom
and style are sought.
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Required of all who major in Latin or who expect to teach
Latin,
Two recitations a week for the spring term. Credit, 2 term-
hours. Not offered in 1926-1927.
Prerequisite: Two years of College Latin.
14. TEACHERS' COURSE.—The Latin course for second-
ary schools is reviewed, the problems of its organization, appli-
cation and teaching are discussed, attention being given to re-
sults of recent studies and to the Report of the Investigation of
the American Classical League. Required of all who expect to
teach Latin.
Two recitations a week for the spring term. Credit, 2 term-
hours. Not offered in 1926-1927.
Prerequisite: Two years of College Latin.
15. HISTORY OF ROMAN LITERATURE.—Recommend-
ed to students of course 12 to give them an appreciation of the
work and times and the authors read.
Two recitations a week for the fall and winter terms. Credit,
4 term-hours. Not offered in 1926-1927.
Prerequisite: Two years of College Latin.
MATHEMATICS
Professor Draper.
4. SOLID GEOMETRY.—Relations of lines and planes in
space, dihedral angles, polyhedrons, cylinders, cones, and
spheres, with many original exercises.
Five hours a week for one term. Credit, 5 term-hours.
5. ADVANCED COLLEGE ALGEBRA.—A brief review of
equations under quadratic form, complex numbers, proportion,
variation, inequality, series, graphic representation of equations,
permutations, combinations, binominal theorem, limits, unde-
termined coefficients, partial fractions, continued fractions, loga-
rithms, theory of equation, divergency and convergency of series.
Five hours a week during the fall term. Credit, 5 term-
hours.
6. PLANE TRIGONOMETRY.—Functions of angles; de-
velopment of formulas; the transformation of trigonometric ex-
pressions by means of the formulas, theory and use of logari-
thms; solution of right and oblique triangles with practical ap-
plications.
Required of College students majoring in major departments
6, 7, and 8. Five hours a week for the winter term. Credit, 5
term-hours.
7. SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY.—Solution of the right
and oblique spherical triangle. Practical applications to naviga-
tion and astronomy. This course is advised for all who expect
to take Astronomy.
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Two hours a week for the spring term. Credit, 2 term-hours.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 6.
8. SURVEYING.—Theory and practice in elementary sur-
veying. Field work in land surveying, profile and topographical
leveling. Triangulation in both horizontal and vertical planes.
Three hours a week during the spring term. Credit, 3 term-
hours.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 6.
9. ANALYTIC GEOMETRY.—Plane. The straight line,
circle, parabola, ellipse, hyperbola, general equation of the
second degree, higher plane curves, polar coordinates and trans-
formation of coordinates.
Five hours a week for the first half of the year. Credit, 7
term-hours.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 4, 5, and 6.
10. DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL CALCULUS.—
Differentiation of algebraic and transcendent functions, success-
ive differentiations, infinitesimals; expansion of functions, maxi-
ma and minima of functions, partial differentiations, direction of
curves and envelopes. Integration of standard form, rational
and irrational fractions, application of integration to plane
curves and certain volumes; successive integration.
Five hours a week during the last half of the year. Credit,
8 term-hours. Required of students majoring in Mathematics.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 9.
11. MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF INVESTMENT.—
A
study of interest, depreciation, sinking funds, bonds, annuities,
insurance, and other problems of the business world. Of especial
interest to the teacher of mathematics as well as to those ex-
pecting to enter the field of finance.
Two hours a week throughout the year. Credit, 6 term-hours.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 5 and 6.
PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY
Professor Ayres.
2. LOGIC.—A study of formal logic, including terms, pro-
positions, syllogisms with their rules and figures and fallacies.
Both deductive and inductive methods are studied.
Required of College students and open to students pursu-
ing the full course in the School of Expression. Two hours a
week during the fall and winter terms. Credit, 4 term- hours.
3. ETHICS.—The work covers theoretical ethics. Attention
is given to a comparative study of various schools of ethical
theory. The first half of the year is devoted to general ethics
and the second half to Christian ethics. The Christian ideal is
kept before the student.
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Two hours a week for the year. Credit, 6 term-hours. Offered
in alternate years.
Prerequisite: Philosophy 6.
4. HISTORY OF ANCIENT AND MEDIAEVAL PHIL-
OSOPHY.—Beginning with Greek philosophy, about 600 B. C,
the progress of philosophy is traced. Besides a brief biography
of each great philosopher, the fundamental principles of his
philosophy are studied. The work not only covers the schools
of Greek thought, but also shows these systems in their relation
to Christianity. Scholasticism and philosophy of the church
fathers receive some attention. Text with collateral readings and
lectures.
Those taking this course should plan to take course 5 also.
Three hours a week during the fall term. Credit, 3 term-hours.
Offered in alternate years. Offered in 1927-1928.
Prerequisite: Philosophy 6.
5. HISTORY OF MODERN PHILOSOPHY.—This course
covers the period of transition to modern philosophy as well as
modern philosophy proper. Brief biographies and fundamental
principles of noted philosophers such as Bacon, Descartes, Spino-
za, Leibnitz, Locke, Berkeley, Hume, Kant, Fichte, Schelling,
Hegel, Comte and Spencer.
Three hours a week during the winter term. Credit, 3 term-
hous. Offered in alternate years. Offered in 1927-1928.
Prerequisite: Philosophy 4 and 6.
6. ELEMENTARY PSYCHOLOGY.—This is an elemen-
tary course dealing with the more common terms and concepts
of this science. It is intended to give such a knowledge of the
laws of mind as will enable the student to use the information
in a practical way.
Required in College. Should be taken in the freshman year.
Elective in other courses. Two hours a week for the year. Credit,
6 term-hours.
7. ADVANCED PSYCHOLOGY.—A course in the founda-
tions of psychology and psychological theory.
Five hours a week for the fall term. Credit, 5 term-hours.
Offered in alternate years. Offered in 1927-1928.
Prerequisite: Philosophy 6.
8. PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGION.—Same as course 4 in
the Department of Religion.
Five hours a week during the winter term. Offered in 1926-
1927. Credit, 5 term-hours. Offered in alternate years. Open to
Juniors and Seniors.
Prerequisite: Philosophy 6, or equivalent.
9. PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION.—Same as course 5 in
the Department of Religion.
Five hours a week during the spring term. Open to Juniors
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and Seniors. Credit, 5 term-hours. Offered in alternate years.
Offered in 1926-27.
Prerequisite: Philosophy and Psychology 8.
10. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY.—A brief course in Social
Psychology based on some good text with collateral reading.
Two hours a week for the spring term. Credit, 2 term-
hours. Offered in alternate years.
Prerequisite: Philosophy 6.
11. PHILOSOPHICAL CLASSICS.—Selections from the
great philosophers, both ancient and modern. This .course is sup-
plementary to courses 4 and 5 and is open only to those who have
taken those courses or equivalent.
Three hours a week during the spring term. Credit, 3 term-
hours. Offered in 1927-1928.
Prerequisite: Philosophy 4, 5, and 6.
12. INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY.—A study of
the fundamental problems of Philosophy. Open to Juniors and
Seniors. It is strongly advised that this course be preceded by
courses 2, 4, 5, and 6 and it should be taken as a preparation for
course 9. See prerequisite for absolute requirement.
Five hours a week during the fall term. Credit, 5 term-hours.
Offered in alternate years—alternating with course 7. Offered in
1926-1927.
Prerequisite: Philosophy 6.
13. AESTHETICS.—A philosophical study of the experi-
ence and import of Beauty in Nature and Art.
Two hours a week during the spring term. Credit, 2 term-
hours. Offered in alternate years, alternates with course 10. Offer-
ed in 1926-1927.
Prerequisite: Philosophy 2 and 6.
15. ORIENTATION LECTURES.—One hour a week for
fall term. A brief written report is to be turned in to each
lecturer evidencing one or two hours of research or investigation
by the student, representing an assignment following the hour's
lecture. The object of this course is to make college men and
women out of high school students by showing them the college
viewpoint. Credit, one term hour. Required of all freshmen.
Other college students who missed this course are eligible.
The lecture course follows: I. What is a College, Dr. Paul.
II. How to Study, Dr. Stanley. III. Organization of Time, Pro-
fessor Blodgett. IV. Use of the Library, The Librarian. V. Place
of Expression in Education, Professor Pogue. VI. Place of Music
in Education, Miss Bothwell. VII. Value of a Good Record, Mr.
Saucier. VIII. Preview of College Course, Dr. Ajrres. IX. Care
of Health, Dr. Resler. X. Your Calling, Dr. Taylor. XL Tay-
lor University—History and Distinguishing Facts, Dr. Owen.
XII. Higher Education and Faith, Dr. Wray.
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PHYSICS
Professor Draper and Mr. Ayres.
2. GENERAL PHYSICS—This course meets the require-
ments for those in the general College classes and also in pre-
paration for the more advanced work in the technical courses.
The Avork includes a study of mechanics, sound, heat, magnetism,
electricity and light. It may be taken by College students with-
out training in Physics.
Required for pre-medical students, elective elsewhere. Reci-
tations and demonstrations three hours, laboratory four hours
a week throughout the year. Credit, 15 term-hours.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 6.
PHYSICAL TRAINING
Mr. Bishop and Associates,
The object of this course is to teach the student how to
maintain health. To this end a review of anatomy, physiology
and hygiene with the object of applying this knowledge in refer-
ence to gymnastic movements will be made. Movements are
graduated according to the physical fitness of the student and
are of such nature as will tend to raise the physical condition of
those below normal and maintain the health of those already
normal. Excessive muscular development is not urged or de-
sired.
PHYSICAL TRAINING FOR MEN.—The men's gym-
nasium class meets twice weekly and is under the supervision of
the physical director.
PHYSICAL TRAINING FOR WOMEN.—The women's
gymnasium class meets twice a week, alternating with the men's
class. Conducted by a woman instructor under the supervision of
the physical director.
RELIGION
Professors Glasier, Wray, and Ayres.
1. MISSIONS.—An outline course on the outstanding
periods of Christian expansion: (1) Early and mediaeval
missions; a study of the conquest of the Roman empire, and the
winning of northern Europe to Christianity. The methods of
these two periods of missionary activity are used to throw
light on the missionary program of today." (2) Modern missions;
an outline of the introduction and progress of modern missions
in non-Christian lands with a study of the aims, methods and
results of Christian missions.
Three hours a week during the year. Credit, 9 term-hours.
2. CHRISTIAN EVIDENCES.—Lectures and textbook
method combined. A study of the arguments in behalf of the
validity of the Christian religion.
Two hours a week throughout the year. Credit, 6 term-hours.
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3. HISTORY OF RELIGION.—This course traces the de-
velopment of religion from the primitive, through the national,
to the universal stage. Emphasis is laid on the need of an open-
minded attitude in the study and allowing each religion to pre-
sent its claim in the best light. This is followed by an examina-
tion of the Christian religion to determine the validity of its
claim upon mankind.
Two hours a week during the year. Credit, 6 term-hours.
4. PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGION.—The nature, origin
and development of the religious consciousness. A study is made
of the various forms of religious psychic phenomena. An at-
tempt is made to correlate and to evaluate both the subjective
and objective factors of the various religions and religious ten-
dencies.
Five hours a week during the winter term. Credit, 5 term-
hours. Offered in alternate years.
Prerequisite: Religion 3 and Psychology 6 or equivalent.
5. PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION.—An introduction to the
theory of religion, presupposing a knowledge of the History of
Religion and the Psychology of Religion. Emphasis is laid upon
the validity of religious knowledge and on the Theistic argu-
ment. God, His Nature and Attributes, the problems of evil, the
progress and destiny of Man, are among the subjects studied.
Five hours a week during the spring term. Credit, 5 term-
hours. Offered in alternate years.
Prerequisite: Religion 3 and 4, Philosophy 4 and 5, or 12
and 6, or equivalent.
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Professor Glasier.
6. PRINCIPLES OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.—
A
study of the principles underlying religious education and the ap-
plication of the same to problems in home, church, and school.
Each student works out several practical problems in the light of
these principles.
Two hours a week for the year. Credit, 6 term-hours.
14. ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF RE-
LIGIOUS EDUCATION.—An examination of some of the chief
factors involved in the organization and administration of re-
ligious education progress. Much attention is given to the out-
standing institutions related to moral and religious development.
Two hours a week for the year. Credit, 6 term-hours. Offer-
ed in alternate years.
Prerequisite: Course 6 or equivalent.
SOCIAL SCIENCE
Professors Glasier, Southard, and Evans..
1. SOCIOLOGY.—This course is designed to give the stu-
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dent an understanding of society and of the progressive move-
ments for social betterment. Considerable attention is given to
the nature of society, the causes which affect the life of society,
social evolution and social control, and the relation of Christian-
ity to great social problems.
Two hours a week for the year. Credit, 6 term-hours.
2. COMMUNITY CIVICS.—A study of the common pur-
poses in community life, interdependence in attaining these com-
mon purposes, the consequent necessity for cooperation, and the
government as an agency by which to secure this cooperation.
One hour a week for the year. Credit, 3 term-hours.
3. ECONOMICS.—A general introductory study of the
field of Economics. The laws of production, distribution, ex-
change and consumption are studied; and some consideration is
given to the problems as they appear in modern society.
Two hours a week throughout the year. Credit, 6 term-hours.
4. INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL SCIENCE.—This course
is offered with a view of introducing the student to the whole
field of Social Science. It is also intended to serve as a survey
course to those whose primary interests tend in other directions.
Two hours a week for the year. Credit, 6 term-hours.
5. SOCIAL IDEALS AND INSTITUTIONS OF THE OLD
AND NEW TESTAMENTS.—This is a study of the social and
economic teachings of Genesis, the Law, the Prophets, and of
Jesus, Paul, and James. The fundamental principles of social
relationship, the effect of sin upon these relationships, the final
Christian ideals are set forth in this study.
Two hours a week for he year. Credit, 6 term-hours.
SPANISH
Mrs. Egbert.
1. BEGINNING SPANISH.—Castilian Method. Special
drills on pronunciation. Irregular verbs, conversation and read-
ing from modern Spanish authors.
Five hours a week for the year. Credit, 15 term-hours.
2. SECOND YEAR SPANISH.—More advanced work in
grammar, composition and conversation. Fontaine's Flores de
Espana, Giese and Coal's Spanish Anecdotes; Downey and Elias'
Lecture Modernas; El Panaroma.
Three hours a week for the year. Credit, 9term-hours.
THEOLOGY
Professor Owen.
1. HISTORY ,OF THE CHURCH FROM THE NEW
TESTAMENT TIMES TO THE PRESENT.—A study of the
early Christian Church in its origin, extension and institution;
the mediaeval Church including the Roman Papacy; the Refor-
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mation, and of modem denominations.
Four hours a week throughout the year. Credit, 12 term-
hours.
2. PRACTICAL THEOLOGY (Homiletics).—The class
analyzes a strong text on the preparation and delivery of ser-
mons, making practical efforts to apply certain portions as
studied, such as the public reading of the Scriptures, the art of
narration and description, or producing and pi-esenting illustra-
tions. Comparison is made with other texts on homiletics in
the more particular or moot problems. Sermons and biographies
of successful preachers are studied with appreciative criticism.
Each student preaches under the teacher's criticism in the latter
half of the course, and general lectures are provided to file off
the rough corners and help men and women to become workmen
"who need not be ashamed."
Two hours a week throughout the year. Credit, 6 terai-hours.
4. SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY.—This course in Systema-
tic Theology will cover the entire field of Christian doctrine from
creation to last things. God, creation, man, sin, and redemption,
the person of Christ, His cross, His church, and His Kingdom;
these and related subjects will be treated. Attention will be given
to Modernism, New Theology, Higher Criticism, New Thought,
and other alien movements in their bearing on the fundamental
teachings of Scripture.
Five hours throughout the year. Credit, 15 term-hours.
8. CHURCH GOVERNMENT AND ADMINISTRATION.
—Each student is required to use the book of Discipline or
Manual of his own church as a text book and produce an outline
of the same in class. The generic principle of all church govern-
ment is studied and each student must know the salient parti-
culars of his own church government. The main points of parli-
amentary usage are worked out, including the problem of how
to initiate church. Sunday school or missionary organizations,
the function and relation of officers, the composition and func-
tioning of the several conferences and how to carry on.
Two hours a week for the fall term. Credit, 2 term-hours.
9. CITY PROBLEMS.—The best books or articles on the
subjects are assigned the class on which to make written reports
to the several students by the professor, on which they are to
make research and report in class. This may include formula for
hypothetical tasks. Lectures are given by the teacher, and at his
option a volume of the books examined may be followed as a
class text. The course gives three term-hours of credit—twice
a week recitations for the winter term, with the equivalent of
one term-hour in practice work, which may come any time during
the session. This should be supei-vised by a pastor or experi-
enced worker, who should deliver in writing to the professor
a constructive criticism of each section of the task. The professor
himself may do the supervising. Each task assigned will be given
its hourage value by the teacher, the average probably being
about one to two hours to the assignment.
Credit, 3 term-hours.
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10. RURAL PROBLEMS.—The same method is followed
as that for the class in City Problems. The course gives three
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BIBLICAL INSTITUTE
The following courses are intended to meet the needs of a
limited number who because of age or physical inability to as-
sume a degree course must choose an easier, quicker way. Where
one has providential grounds for choosing this course instead of
regular college work it may often follow that a providential
supplement through nature and through the actual aid of the
Holy Spirit will compensate for disadvantage and bring him into
a large field of usefulness. We would frankly discourage one
from entering non-degree courses who has the time and the
capacity to take a degree.
The course outlined presupposes that the sudent has training
beyond half the requirements for high school graduation, or
equivalent to this in years of experience and general reading.
Three years, amounting to forty- five session hours (135 term-
hours) are required for an Institute diploma. Courses in stand-
ard subjects like English, History, Science, Language, are to be
chosen with classes for which the candidate is found to be near-
est fitted after consulting with the Dean or his representative.
The course as outlined is recommended for the average candi-
date, but may be altered at any point with the approval of the
Dean. Persons not intending to take the full course but desiring
a briefer time of study for self improvement, may elect the sub-





A subject in Religion or Missions 9 term-hours
Music, Expression or Homiletics 6 term-hours
History 12 term-hours
Physical Training (Younger persons, especially.)
Second Year
English, Spanish or Greek 12 term-hours
Bible 6 term-hours
Music, Expression, Christian Evidences 6 term-hours
Church History 12 term-hours
Psychology, Logic or Economics , 9 term-hours
Third Year
Systematic Theology 15 term-hours
Elective in Science 6 term-hours
Religious Education, Spanish or Greek 12 term-hours
Bible 6 term-hours




Admission to the Department of Education
A. Anyone who is a graduate of a recognized secondary school,
or who is able to present acceptable equivalents in secondary
courses and training, is eligible to enrollment for work lead-
ing toward the diplomas and degrees offered by the Uni-
versity through this Department.
B. Any matriculate in the college may elect courses in Educa-
tion, subject to the prerequisites for such courses.
C. Students coming from other states and desiring to take
courses in education in line with their own state require-
ment may, with the consent of the Director of Education,
enroll in any of the courses being offered in any term.
D. All other applicants for courses in Education must consult
with, and secure the consent of the Director of Education
before enrolling.
Certificates and Degrees
A. If applicants begin sufficiently early in their educational
preparation, it is possible to complete the Indiana State re-
quirement for high school provisional certification and, at
the same time, meet the University's group requirements
for the Bachelor of Arts degree. Any one desiring to do
this should, before registering, consult with the Director of
Education.
MISCELLANEOUS
A. Classes in supervised teaching are limited in numbers. Stu-
dents will be enrolled in order of application, preparation,
and immediacy of need.
B. The Director of the Department of Education reserves the
right to direct students with little or no aptitude or ability
for teaching into other channels of preparation.
C. Students who expect to earn a part or the whole of their
way through college, should plan either on taking summer
work or on more than four years for the taking of degrees
in Education.
D. Students who are preparing to teach and wish to take the
A.B. degree and, at the same time meet their state's
secondary certification requirements, should observe the fol-
lowing points:
1. Make CAREFUL arrangements of courses ON EN-
TERING COLLEGE.
2. Select State majors subject to the State in which
they plan to teach, with their accompanying require-
ments in Education.
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3. Elect the minimum number of general courses in
Education required by the State, viz., Ed. 14 or Phil.
6, Ed. 5a, Ed. 17, Ed. 7, Ed. 11 and Ed. 9 in each of
two majors.
COURSE IN SUPERVISION
Substance of Agreement With Indiana Educational Authorities.
(1) Certain teachers in the high school known as the Up-
land High School, operated by the Jefferson Township, are to
act as critic teachers for student practice teachers from Taylor
University.
(2) Such critic teachers must be approved by the Depart-
ment of Public Instruction of the State of Indiana.
(3) The critic teachers, at the beginning of any term of
supervision, shall arrange with the Director of Education of
Taylor University for consultation periods, both with the stu-
dent or sudents in charge and with the said Director.
(4) At the conclusion of the work of each student teacher,
the critic teacher in charge shall certify, on form provided by
Taylor University, that the student practice teacher has observed
and taught the required hours and shall enter on the form his
or her estimate of the student practice teacher's work.
(5) This certificate, as described in (4), must be signed by
the critic practice teacher and approved by the head of the De-
partment of Education of Taylor University.
(6) Critic practice teachers shall be paid by Taylor Uni-
versity at the rate of twenty-five dollars for each student prac-
tice teacher for the full period of teaching.




Professor Pogue and Associates.
Something to express, a desire to express it, and the ability
to express it. Do you not many times find yourself thinking much
that you long to express ? Is the difficulty with your thought? No.
With your desire? No. With your ability to bring your thought
into expression? Yes. Thought, in order to be recognized by
other minds, must make use of material. The most universal
media are voice and body. For right expression these material
agents must be trained and made obedient to the plan, purpose,
and ability of the governing mind.
Note the effect when these agents are untrained.
Suppose a mind filled with a desire to share some thought
of truth and beauty attempts its expression only to find voice
nasal, flat or hard, body awkward and unwilling.
Or again, granting that a speaker has a beautiful or sonor-
ous voice, freedom and grace of body, it frequently happens that
his audience falls asleep. The speaker is uninstructed in the
simple laws of emphasis. Without proper emphasis voice is
physical, mere sound. In the same way his free body follows its
habits, which may or may not, usually not, coincide with the
thought under consideration. Thus the body, through its lawless
freedom, blurs the expression.
He who chooses to express himself through the spoken
word, as who does not, must learn to wield his agents of ex-
pression, no less than must the good workman in any other line.
THE SPEAKING VOICE
This course includes correct breathing, vocal support, breath
control, vocal placing and the education of the tongue, lip, and
jaw in correct vowel formation and consonantal articulation.
Thus students are given a thorough knowledge of the principles
of voice building. But more than this, these principles are made
practical in the eradication of the vocal faults peculiar to the in-
dividual student.
EXPRESSIVE MOVEMENT
In this course the aim is to make the body the obedient and
graceful sei-vant of the mind. The student is led to see that a
training which consists merely of freeing exercises results in
lawlessness, leaving the body as free to do the wrong thing as
the right. It is only when thought controls this freedom that the
body becomes a truly expressive agent—a picture of a mind
activity.
REPERTOIRE
Helpful constructive criticism is given the student on selec-
tions of his own choosing.
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IMPERSONATION
The student is let into the secret of this difficult, pleasing
and much abused art. He is led to know the facts, what imper-
sonation consists of—its advantages and dangers. The prescribed
text of this course is William Winter's edition of "The Taming
of the Shrew."
PRACTICE DRILL
For this course the Practice Book of the Leiand Powers
School is used. The selections herein contained are so chosen
and grouped as to represent and interpret in concrete form the
philosophy of the school. The student is here taught to bring
into obedience, in definite fashion, his agents of expression, and
every principle enunciated in the school's philosophy is put to
practical test.
PHILOSOPHY OF EXPRESSION
This course sets forth the basic principles underlying all
manifestations in art and life. The text-books used are "Funda-
mentals of Expression," by Leiand T. Powers and Carol Hoyt
Powers, and "Talks on Expression," by Leiand T. Powers.
COURSE IN BROWNING
The purpose of the Course in Browning is to give students a
wider knowledge of a great interpreter's viewpoint of life.
Poems are chosen for class stvidy that reveal human beings in
their varied stages of spiritual development.
EXTEMPORANEOUS SPEECH
This course trains the student to express his own thought
with facility and effectiveness. We here make practical use of
the laws which underly all public speaking. But we discover
that with the art of the spoken word must be combined the art
of the written word. So we study here to assemble and wield the
matter of our speech. Model speeches of the great orators will
be studied, drill will be given in making outlines that skill may
be developed in the organization of ideas and students will re-
ceive constant practice in the delivery of speeches on topics of
the day, orations, after dinner speeches, debates and sermons.
ORATORY
Students desiring to enter oratorical contests of the school
such as Peace, Bishop Taylor, Kerr and Giggy are strongly ad-
vised to enter a class that will be formed previous to each con-
test; the work of the class will be the study of orations, classi-
cal and modem discussion of style, construction of outline, pre-
paration of the manuscript and practice in delivery of the com-
pleted oration. The student will receive valuable and extensive
help in the building of his oration and its delivery, A fee of five
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dollars will be charged for services rendered, and the student will
be granted credit of one term-hour.
STUDENT AND ARTIST RECITALS
Realizing that practice before audiences is a very essential
factor in the artistic growth of the student, we have made
abundant provision for this in the weekly student recitals. These
recitals are under the direction of the head of the School of Ex-
pression and at the close of each selection helpful criticism is
given.
CONTESTS
No student shall be eligible for contests in oratory or ex-
pression who has not had at least one year of expression. Stu-
dents enrolled in the department who have not yet completed
the one year of study may enter contests by permission of the
Director.
OUTLINE OF COURSES
(The calls have been so many for courses designed to meet
the needs of ministerial students and others not caring for the
more intensive dramatic training, that the department of Ex-
pression has added course lb for meeting this demand.)
la. This course is an introduction to all others in the de-
partment and deals with the scientific principles of voice develop-
ment, the correct interpretation of various types of literature,
the training of physical agents to obey right mind activity and
the delivery of memorized selections, which demand the correct
use of voice and gesture. Students are grouped in small divi-
sions and given almost daily opportunity for platform appear-
ance. The entire course is intended to develop the ability to
speak extemporaneously and read intelligently from the printed
page. For students who are in the Teacher Training courses and
who are required to take a course in Oral English, Expression
lb will meet the requirement. See English 26.
Required in the School of Expression. Elective in the
college. Three hours a week for the year. Credit, 9 term-hours.
lb. Speaking voice, practice drill, text, extemporaneous
speech, Scripture reading and gesture.
2. Speaking voice, repertoire, impersonation, practice drill
and philosophy.
Required in the School of Expression. Elective in the college.
Three hours a week for the year. Credit, 9 term-hours.
Prerequisite: Expression 1.
3. Speaking voice, repertoire, impersonation and Browning.
Required in the School of Expression. Three hours a week




In order to receive a diploma in Expression a student must
be a graduate from an Academy or High School and must have
in addition, 61 term-hours' work as follows: 27 in class work in
Expression; 12 in private work, the credit based on work as
follows, 1 hour private and five hours practice per week for two
years; 6 in Psychology and English courses 6, 7, 9, 10 and 11.
Candidates for the A. B. degree, majoring in English may be
allowed to substitute other English courses for 9, 10 and 11.
Any person desiring the degree of Bachelor of Oratory may
make arrangements for same by advising with the Director and
Dean.
COURSE IN ORATORY GIVEN BY JOHN F. OWEN
A study of the construction of Orations. Practice in writing
and delivering Orations, a study of famous Orators and their
masterpieces. A study of the Art of Debate. Practice of that
art in class drill. A course correlated with the course in Homi-
letics, and the regular courses in the Department of Expression.
Two hours a week for one year.
P. S. Dr. Owen studied a similar course for two years while




Professors Bothwell, Wells, Patterson, Miller, Fenstermacher.
There are four distinct courses of study in the conservatory
curriculum, leading toward certificates, diplomas or degrees
—
Preparatory, Normal, Public School Music and Advanced Course.
The requirements for admission to the school are briefly
stated: moral character, evidences of music ability, and general
intelligence and a serious purpose. The degree of advancement
does not affect a student's admission, but does affect his classi-
fication as to grade. The regular entrance examinations include
three tests: the first to ascertain the vocal or instrumental tal-
ent of the student and his stage of advancement; the second to
discover what theoretical work has been done; the third to test
the sense of musical hearing.
THEORY
Beginning with Harmony, Ear Training and Sight Singing
the course leads to Counterpoint, Analysis and Form with elec-
tive courses in Double Counterpoint, Canon, Fugue, Instrumen-
tation and Composition.
From the first the pupil learns to harmonize melodies as
well as bases. He is taught to recognize both by ear and by
sight, chords and chord progressions, thus embracing modula-
tion; and, at the keyboard, to harmonize, to modulate and to
transpose melodies. Much attention is paid to the education of
the musical instinct and original composition is encouraged with
the preparation of the regular lessons. In this way the pupil learns
to write melodies, little piano pieces, songs, motet, etc., while go-
ing on with regular theory. Students who are admitted to the first
year harmony course will be required to show such advance-
ment in music as to make reasonably sure the completion of
Theory Course III in three years. Those who are not sufficient-
ly advanced in piano study or who are unable to sing a simple
melody at sight are advised to defer the study of harmony and
enter a sight-singing and ear-training class, where special at-
tention can be given to their needs.
THREE COURSES
Candidates for the degree complete one of the following
three courses as shown in tabulated form. The theory courses are
alike in the three major courses, and include Theory 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6C and 6F.
Students who offer no modern language for entrance to
the Major Courses in Music given below will, in the first year,
take 15 term-hours; in this case, the second study in music will








Piano—2 lessons and 18 hours' practice a week — 18
2nd Study—voice, organ, violin, etc., 1 lesson and
6 hours' practice a week 6
Theory—with ear training 12
Physical Training 3
Rehearsal and Recitals 3
Modern Language 9
SECOND YEAR
Piano—2 lessons and 18 hours' practice a week _ 18
2nd study—1 lesson and 6 hours' pz'actice a week 6
Theory 6
History and Appreciation of Music 9
Rehearsal and Recitals 3
Modern Language or English 18, 15, 17 9
JUNIOR YEAR
Piano—2 lessons and 18 hours' practice a week __ 18
2nd study—1 lesson and 6 hours' practice a week 6
Theory 6
Rehearsal and Recitals 3
English 6
History 12, 8 9
SENIOR YEAR
Piano—2 private lessons and 18 hours' practice a
week ^ 18
Recital in Major study 12
2nd Study or Elective 3
Rehearsal and Recitals 3
Elective from the school of Music or from the
College of Arts 9
VOICE MAJOR
FIRST YEAR
Voice—2 lessons and 6 hours' practice a week 6
Piano—2 lessons and 12 hours' practice a week __ 12
Theory—With ear training 12
Physical Training 3
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Glee or Choral Club 3
(Perhaps sight singing.)
Rehearsal and Recitals 3
Modern Language 9
SECOND YEAR
Voice—2 lessons and 12 hours' practice a week 12
Piano—2 lessons and 12 hours' practice a week _ 12
Theory 6
History and Appreciation of Music 9
Rehearsal and Recitals 3
Modern Language or English 18, 15, 17 9
JUNIOR YEAR
Voice—2 lessons and 12 hours' practice a week 12
Piano—2 lessons and 12 hours' practice a week -- 12
Theory 6
Glee or Choral Club 3
Rehearsal and Recitals 3
English 6
History 12, 8 9
SENIOR YEAR
Voice—2 lessons (private) and 18 hours' practice
week 18
Recital in Major study 12
2nd Study or Elective 6
Glee or Choral Club 3
Rehearsal and Recitals 3
Elective from School of Music or College of Arts _ 6
VIOLIN, CELLO, ETC. MAJOR
FIRST YEAR
Violin—2 lessons and 12 hours' practice a week 12
Piano—2 lessons and 12 hours' practice a week 12
Theory—With ear training 12
Physical Training 3
Rehearsal and Recitals 3
Modern Language 9
SECOND YEAR
Violin—2 lessons and 12 hours' practice a week 12
Piano—1 lesson and 6 hours' practice a week 6
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Theory 6
History and Apprecation of Music 9
Ensemble or Orchestra—Required 3
Rehearsal and Recitals 3
Modern Language or English 18, 15, 17 9
JUNIOR YEAR
Violin—2 private lessons and 18 hours' practice a
week 18
Piano—1 lesson and 6 hours' practice a week 6
Theory 6
Orchestra—Required 3
Rehearsal and Recitals 3
English 6
History 12, 8 9
SENIOR YEAR
Violin—2 private lessons and 18 hours' practice a
week 18
Recital in Major study 12
2nd Study or Elective 6
Orchestra—Required 3
Rehearsal and Recitals 3
Elective from School of Music or College of Arts „ 6
In adopting the plan outlined in the above four-year courses
Taylor University School of Music attempts to give definite
classification in a music course as early as possible, but with
the distinct understanding that the credits indicated in the junior
and senior years can be given to those only who have fulfilled
so well all the requirements that they have received junior
classification by special vote of the faculty of the School .of
Music. This classification received, the student's courses are
credited as earned in the usual way. If for any reason a stu-
dent fails to receive junior classification in his third year, his
credits in theory and other classes will be counted, but no fur-
ther credit for practical music will be given until this classifi-
cation is attained. On the other hand, a student who is so ad-
vanced in music as to receive junior classification the second
year, thereby receives advanced credit and may be able to finiish
the course in three years.
PIANO
Applicants for admission to the course in Piano which leads
to the Bachelor's degree in Music, will be expected to play music
in the following grade, or its equivalent: easier sonatas by
Haydn and Mozart; Czerny, Op. 299, Books I and II; Heller, Op.
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47; easier Songs Without Words by Mendelssohn, and major and
minor scales.
Instruction in piano playing involves a special adaptation to
the needs of each individual pupil. While technical foundation
is insisted upon, musical feeling is cultivated from the outset. The
courses indicated below are not ax'bitrary, but indicate the
amount and character of the work that the student is expected to
cover for his musical degree. Credit will be given for equivalent
work pursued elsewhere prior to entering the University.
First and Second Years—Major and minor scales and arpeg-
gios; studies selected from Czerny, Cramer, Loeschorn, Kullak
and Heller; sonatas by Scarlatti, Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven;
shorter compositions and inventions by Bach; and works from
the Classic and Romantic schools.
Second and Third Years—Scales in thirds, sixths and
tenths; studies by Czerny, Clementi Chopin, Brahms and Mac-
Dowell; Well-Tempered Clavichord and Suites by Bach; Sonatas,
pieces including at least one concerto, taken from the classic,
Romantic or Modern composers. At least one recital program
must be played from memory from the repertoire studied.
NORMAL TRAINING
Students who are sufficiently equipped in piano, harmony
and musical history, may upon the recommendation of the piano
teacher, enter this class. This course consists of the presenta-
tion of modern methods of teaching pupils from the kinder-
garten to the adult period. Special emphasis is placed upon the
preparation of teaching material for each grade.
VIOLIN
In this course special emphasis will at all times be laid upon
such essential subjects as correct position of the body, manner
of holding the instrument and the position of the left hand. A
proper observance of a few simple rules in laying the founda-
tion will enable the pupil to steer clear of many of the common
faults and will greatly facilitate the execution of the more
difficult compositions in the advanced course. The course of
study embraces technical material devised by violinists, and
teachers of established reputation and authority, together with
such compositions as are conducive to an increasing appreciation
of the best in our modern violin literature.
ORCHESTRA AND BAND
Students of stringed instruments have the advantage of
playing in the School of Music Orchestra, which is composed of
those studying various instruments in the school. This applies
also to instruments available for the University Band.
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PREPARATION FOR EVANGELISTIC WORK
A special course has been arranged for the development of
evangelistic piano playing, which includes the ability to elabor-
ate and embellish the ordinary hymn tune. No pupil is encour-
aged to take this course except on the recommendation of the
Director of the Department.
TEACHERS' CERTIFICATE
By special vote of the faculty, a teacher's certificate may be
given to any regular student of the conservatory who successful-
ly completes one of the three courses in theory and Course I in
history of music, who can appear creditably in a student's re-
hearsal, and who is proficient enough to teach a second branch
of practical music. In addition the Normal Course in piano is
required of those whose major study is piano.
ARTISTS' RECITAL
To afford students the opportunity of hearing good music
rendei'ed by artists of superior ability, a regular series of Artist
recitals are given each year.
STUDENT REHEARSALS AND RECITALS
One of the most important incidental advantages of the con-
servatory is the weekly rehearsal where students become ac-
quainted with a far greater number of musical compositions
than they otherwise would, and where they may themselves,
when sufficiently advanced, present compositions assigned by
their teacher for the purpose of giving them self-control and ease
in public appearance. Attendance is required.
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VOCAL DEPARTMENT
The Course in Voice Training covers a four year period. For
while singing is a perfectly natural form of expression, it must
be acquired and perfected by patient and sometimes arduous
endeavor, ju?t as we learn to walk and talk.
It is the aim of the Voice Department to develop in its stu-
dents a pure, resonant, and natural tone and give them the use
and control of such a tone throughout the entire range of their
singing voice.
In the development of the singer's technique, stress is laid
on correct breathing and breath control, attack, resonance,
legato, phrasing, enunciation and diction. Technique, however,
is not considered an end in itself, but must go hand in hand with,
and serve as the medium of Expression and Interpretation.
The student's repertoire is selected with a discriminate view
to individual needs from the best vocal music of the great
masters both new and old, so as to develop his comprehension
of the highest artistic standards of musicianship.
All instruction is planned to prepare the students to fill
positions of responsibility as church soloists, choir directors,
concert singers, or voice teachers, and to give them that power
of intelligent self-criticism that will enable them at the conclu-
sion of the course to work unaided toward higher artistic de-
velopment.
COURSE IN VOICE TRAINING
First Year—Diaphragmatic breathing, exercises for breath
control and tone placement from Vaccai, Sieber and Randegger,
Concone Op. 9—Easy songs.
Second Year—Continued work in vocal technique, studies
from Concone, Panofka, Marchesi. More difficult sacred and secu-
lar songs.
Third Year—Exercises in rapid scales, trills and arpeggios.
Studies from various masters. Recitative and arias from the
easier oratorios and German and English songs.
Fourth Year—Advanced vocal technique and studies, difficult
songs. Study of Coloratura, Oratorio and Operatic arias in
Italian, German and English.
PRACTICAL TRAINING COURSE FOR EVANGELISTIC
SINGERS
There is a great and growing need in the field of Evangelism
today for Evangelistic Singers who not only are well trained
in the technical art of singing, but who also possess the prac-
tical training that will make them efficient Song Leaders and
effective Soloists. Realizing this need Taylor offers to those
who are preparing for this line of work a practical training
course including solfeggio (vocal sight reading), notation, and
conducting, correlated with Bible study.
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Each week there v/ill be the Song Evangelist's Conference
Hour in which there will be special lectures on such vital themes
as Duties of the Song Evangelist; Essentials to Success as a
Gospel Singer; Relation of the Song Evangelist to the Pastor or
Evangelist; The Place of Music in Revivals; How to Keep the
Singing Spiritual; The Art of Being Natural; Appropriateness in
the Selection of Songs; Hints on Platform Management; Dis-
cussion of the Singer's Problems; and kindred themes pertain-
ing to the work of the Song Evangelist. Opportunity will also
be given each student to gain actual experience in chorus direct-
ing and in solo or duet singing under the personal supervision of
the instructor, with such constructive criticism and helpful sug-
gestions as will tend to increase their effectiveness and efficiency
in the public service.
CHORUS
An Oratorio chorus made up of the students from the School
of Music affords opportunity for ensemble singing and the study
of some of the best choral works. At least two public concerts
yearly are given by the Chorus.
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
Courses 5 to 16 inclusive are accepted for credit in the
College of Arts and Sciences.
1. ELEMENTARY MUSIC TRAINING.—A course especi-
ally designed for ministerial students and Christian workers, and
for those whose early musical education may have been neglect-
ed. This course covers work in elementary ear training, sight
singing, notation and terminology.
Two hours a week throughout the year. Credit, 6 term-
hours.
2. ELEMENTARY MUSIC TRAINING.—Continuation of
course 1.
Two hours a week throughout the year. Credit, 6 term-hours.
3. ADVANCED SOLFEGGIO.—Continuation of course 2,
with advanced sight reading and chorus work.
Two hours a week throughout the year. Non-prepared work.
Credit, 3 term-hours.
5. HISTORY AND APPRECIATION OF MUSIC—This
course may be described as music appreciation with a historic
basis; the aim of the course not being to give a series of facts
in musical history, but to enable the student to understand and
enjoy the work of all periods of musical development. Abundant
illustrations are given of every school and phase of musical de-
velopment, both by classroom performances and by recitals given
with the aid of the faculty.
Pratt's History of Music is the textbook used, but the
class is required to do much outside reading. While the work in
this subject covers the v/hole period of Musical History, great
emphasis is given to the composers and the periods that affect
the musical life of the present day.
It is strongly urged that all students contemplating such a
course, have completed a course in Mediaeval and Modem
History.
Required for graduation from the School of Music and for a
Teacher's Certificate in Public School Music. Elective elsewhere.
Three hours a week throughout the year. Credit, 9 term-hours.
6. THEORY 1. FIRST YEAR HARMONY.—Music nota-
tion, keys, scales, intervals, chord connection, part writing,
chords of the seventh, modulation, original work.
Required for graduaton in music. Elective elsewhere. Two
recitations a week for the year. Credit, 6 term-hours.
Prerequisite: A thorough understanding of the major and
minor scales.
7. THEORY 2. EAR TRAINING.—Must be accompanied
by Course 6.
Required for graduation in music. Two hours a week for
the year. Credit, 6 term-hours.
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8. THEORY 3. ADVANCED HARMONY.—Transposi-
tion, chromatically altered chords, enharmonic changes, suspen-
sion, retardation, anticipation, embellishment, pedal point,
original compositions in all musical forms.
Required for graduaton in music. Two recitations a week for
the fall and winter terms. Credit, 4 term-hours.
9. THEORY 4. HARMONIC ANALYSIS.—The analysis
or illustrative passages of harmony from all schools of composi-
tion.
Required for gi-aduation in music. Two recitations a week
for the spring term. Credit, 2 term-hours.
10. THEORY 5, SIMPLE COUNTERPOINT,—Two, three,
and four-part writing in the various species of advanced har-
mony playing.
Required for graduation in music. Two hours a week for
the fall and winter terms. Credit, 4 term-hours.
11. THEORY 6C. COUNTERPOINT.—Advanced studies in
four-part double counterpoint, five to eight-part writing.
Either this or course 12 required for graduation in music.
Two recitations a week for the spring term. Credit, 2 term-hours.
12. THEORY 6F FORM.—Elements of music form from
the motive and primary form through the development of the
composite forms, with analysis of important types, both classic
and modern.
Required for graduation in music. Two hours a week for the
spring term. Credit, 2 term-hours.
13. THEORY 7. COMPOSITION, CANON AND FUGUE.
—A year course in strict Composition, Canon and Fugue.
First Term. Graded studies and free imitation, strict
canons of all the typical kinds, first studies in fugue writing to
the completion of two-voiced fugues.
Second and Third Terms. Detailed studies of the process of
fugue writing; several model fugues completed. Three, four,
and five-part fugue; double fugue. At the close of the term, the
student is expected to submit a fugue for piano, organ or chorus,
suitable for performance.
Two hours a week for the year. Credit, 6 term-hours.
14. THEORY 8. INSTRUMENTATION.—Reading of or-
chestral work, both classic and modern, beginning with Haydn
and Mozart.
Study of orchestral instruments with a view to practical
and effective writing for the orchestra.
Arranging compositions for string orchestra and for full
orchestra.
Two hours a week for the fall term. Credit, 2 term-hours.
15. THEORY 9. COMPOSITION.—The earlier musical
forms. Writing of an effective theme and variations, or a suite.
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The later musical forms. Writing of a sonata for solo instru-
ment, or other composition for solo instrument and orchestra, or
for voices with orchestra.
Instrumentation and the analysis of important works will
be understood as a component of this course, and those who
complete it may omit Theory 6F and a separate study of Instru-
mentation.
Especial emphasis will be laid, from the beginning, upon the
esthetic side as well as on the practical effectiveness of the
pupil's work, and upon the development of his technique as a
composer.
Three hours a week for the year. Credit, 9 term-hours.
16. NORMAL TRAINING IN PIANO.—For content and
prerequisites, see general paragraphs on Normal Training,
under the School of Music.
Elective in the School of Music. Two hours a week for any
term in which there is sufficient demand. Credit, 2 term-hours
for each term. May be taken a second year.
17. METHOD IN PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC—Methods in
instruction in public school music, training of the child voice,
selection of material, etc.
Required for graduation from the course in Public School
Music. Five hours a week for the year. Credit, 15 term-hours.
20. CHORUS DIRECTING.—This course is offered es-
pecially for students who are taking training as evangelistic
singers and for any who wish to train for choir leaders or cViorus
directors.
One hour a week for the year.
REGULATIONS
Students are expected to consult the Director before arrang-
ing to take part in any public program.
The rental of pianos and assignment of practice periods is
exclusively in the hands of the Director of the Department. All
students in piano or private work in voice, except those who have
pianos in their own homes, are expected to take at least one
practice period a day at the Music Hall. Students may not use
the pianos beyond the specified time for which payment is made




Any student in the College who is working for an A. B.
degree may elect Music as one of his major subjects. This course
gives excellent preparation for the prospective High School
teacher to combine the teaching of Music with. some other sub-
ject. It also gives a general education to the teacher of Music
and fits him to take his place at once as a leader in his com-
munity.
As a prerequisite for this course, students must be High
School graduates and must be able to sing at sight with a
reasonable degree of accuracy; to play piano music of Grade III;
or to play any symphonic instrument (violin preferred) with the
same proficiency as piano.
Below is a statement of the required work for a Major in
Music.
Voice, 1 lesson and 6 hours' practice a week for
one year 6
Harmony, First year (for 1 year) 6
Ear Training, First year (for 1 year) 6
History and Appreciation of Music (for 1 year) 6
Analysis of Form (for 1 year) 2
Methods of School Music Teaching (for 1 year) 15
Observation and practice teaching in the Public
Schools of Upland, Indiana (for 2 terms) 40
(See also heading under descriptive courses in Education.)
Schedule of Observation and Practice Teaching in the Public
Schools of Upland, Indiana
Grade
Period Total Teaching Observa-











High Sch. 50 min.
Totals 24 24 24 40
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EXPENSES
By the Term (Twelve Weeks):
Board ? 54.00
Room, Light and Heat 24.00
Tuition, Literary 12-15 hours 86.00
All students receiving benefits of campus equip-
ment will be charged required fees 4.00
PAYABLE AT OPENING OF EACH TERM __$118.00
Tuition, more or less than regular hourage per
term-hour 3.00
Refundable deposit for key and breakage, $2.00.
Required Supervised practice for education major, $25.00.
Table board is $5.00 per week when not taken by term.
Single rooms are available at proportionate additional
charge.
Books and laboratory materials are extra.
Music, Expression and Art are extra.
All accounts must be settled with cash or a satisfactory sub-
stitute for cash before the student will be allowed to enter
classes. Deviation from rule of payment at opening of term
should not be asked except in real emergency, and, when neces-
sary should be negotiated before the time of registration.
Charges are below cost, and there are no special reductions.
MUSIC
History of Music, three lessons a week, a term $18.00
Harmony, two lessons a week, a term 12.00
Ear Training, two lessons a week, a term 12.00
Harmonic Analysis, two lessons a week, a term 12.00
Counterpoint, two lessons a week, a term 12.00
Form, two lessons a week, a term 12.00
Composition, two lessons a week, a term 12.00
Instrumentation, two lessons a week, a term 12.00
Normal Training, two lessons a week, a term 12.00
Methods in Public School Music, three lessons a week, a
term 18.00
Chorus Directing, one lesson a week, a term 6.00
Orchestral Directing, one lesson a week, a term 6.00
Evangelistic Piano Playing, one lesson a week, a term 9.00
Piano, private, two lessons a week, a term $24.00 to 48.00
Piano, private, one lesson a week, a term $12.00 to 24.00
Voice, two lessons a week, a term 48.00
Voice, one lesson a week, a term 24.00
Pipe Organ, two lessons a week, a term 36.00
Violin, one lesson a week, a term : 18.00
Piano and practice room rental, one hour a day, a term 3.00
Pipe Organ rental, a term 5.00
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EXPRESSION
Expression, private lessons, one hour a week, a term $24.00
Single lesson, one hour 2.50
Single lesson, half hour 1.25
Expression, class lessons, per term-hour 5.00
Practice room rent, term-hour 1.50
ART
History of Art, two hours per week, a term $10.00
Class work, one two-hour period a week, a term 4.00
Private lessons, price to be arranged with teacher.
MISCELLANEOUS COSTS
Laboratory Expenses
Astronomy, a term $ 1.00
Biology 2, 6 and 9 3.00
Biology 4, 5, 8 and 10 1.50
Chemistry 1, a term 5.00
Chemistry 2, 3, 6, a term 5.50
Chemistry 5, a term $5.00 or 10.00
Breakage deposit in Chemistry, per course 1.50
Physics, a term 2.00
Surveying, a term : 1.50
Home Economics 1 2.00
Home Economics 6 4.00
Biology, Subfreshmen 1.50
COSTS THAT MAY OCCUR
Examinations on work done outside the class, a term-
hour $ 1.00
Special examination on class work, a term-hour .25




Change of registration .60
Students rooming in the college dormitories will be expected
to pay full price of board at the college dining hall.
The rooms in the dormitories are furnished with bed, table,
chairs and dresser with mirror. They are without carpets.
Students must furnish everything necessary for the bed,
with the exception of mattress. They must also furnish their own
towels. The University does the laundering of the sheets,
pillow-cases and towels.
Commercial Subjects (When Offered)
Bookkeeping, a term $10.00
Shorthand, a term 10.00
Typewriting, a term 10.00
Salesmanship and Advertising, a term 10.00
Typewriter rent, one hour a day, a term 2.50
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Apply For Admission. Once for all, Taylor's standard ad-
mission blank should be filled and sent in. It is approved by the
President, recorded with the Vice President, who assigns the
rooms, and filed with the Dean. Room deposit of $5.00 should
be sent ahead each year by those desiring room reservation. This
ie returnable up to the close of the last day of registration.
Bring Credentials. The first two days of the fall term and
the first day of each of the other terms are devoted to the work
of registration. New students who have not sent them in advance
should bring with them their credentials from schools previously
attended. These credentials should contain a list of the subjects
pursued, the number of recitations a week, the number of weeks
the work was taken, and the grade obtained in each subject. The
credentials must be signed by the proper school officer. Students
coming from other colleges should bring certificates of honorable
dismissal.
Fee For Irregular. A fee of two dollars will be charged all
who present themselves for enrollment on other days than those
set apart for that purpose. After the days of registration a fee
of fifty cents will be charged for any change in enrollment, ex-
cept where such is made necessary by action of the school.
Changing Courses. A change of study list may be made by
the Dean or Registrar during the first two weeks of any term,
but after that a change may be made only by a petition to the
Committee on Credits and in the latter case no refund will be
made. A subject discontinued after the fourth week of a term
shall be counted as a failure. The Faculty reserves the right to
withdraw any elective course for any term if it is elected by few-
er than five students.
Class Absence. Each absence from classes immediately
following a holiday or recess will count double. Our regular rule
admits of not more than one-eighth of absences from a class
without penalty or special examination. Three tardies make an
absence.
Student Load. Sixteen hours for freshman and sophomore
years, including physical training. Fifteen hours for Junior and
Senior years.
For special i-easons the Dean may permit a student to carry
one or two hours above regular work, but an excess of more than
two hours must be secured by action of the Committee on
Credits. A student may not reasonably expect to be permitted to
carry extra work unless his average grade for the preceding
term has been at least ninety per cent.
In estimating the amount of work to be carried, and credit
to be received, three hours of practice in private work in music
or expression shall count as one period of regular class work.
However, not more than two term-hours of credit will be given
for one private lesson a week. In work requiring no preparation
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outside of class, three hours count for one in the College. These
rules do not apply to charges. See Table of Expenses.
Grades and Special Examinations, Grades are given in per
cent on the scale of 100. The minimum for passing is 75, grade
between 60 and 70 constitutes a condition; below 60 a failure. A
failure requires the work to be taken again in class. A condition
permits the work to be made up by special examination, pro-
vided it is made up by the end of the term following that in
which the condition was made; otherwise a condition becomes a
failure. The special examination fee of twenty-five cents a term-
hour is charged for examination to remove conditions, but in
no case will a fee less than fifty cents be charged.
Incomplete work must be made up by the end of the term
following that in which the work was taken or it becomes a
failure, except when delayed by permission.
No work will be counted toward graduation in the College
for which the grade is less than 75, and not more than sixty
term-hours for which the grade is less than 80. However, a grade
of 70 excuses the student from taking a required course again.
Students who engage in contests, either athletic or literary,
must have made an average of not less than 80 for the preceding
term. Disability arising from a record of conditional or incom-
plete work may be removed according to the usual rule.
Chapel and Commencement. Instructions provided in
chapel service and during commencement season are a basic or
general part of the school's cuiTiculum, for all covirses, and are
necessary to validate credits excepting where an individual is
excused by the Dean for reasons that may be deemed ex-
ceptional.
Chapel Absence. Three or more unexcused absences from
chapel will automatically disenroll the student. A fee of one dollar
($1.00) is charged for re-enrollment and readmittance to classes.
At the discretion of the Committee on Credits unexcused ab-
sences may occasion a reduction of grades.
Sunday. Attendance at Sunday chapel is optional provided
the student has attended Sunday School and church or two
church services, or assisted in services elsewhere.
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FACULTY ORGANIZATION
The Faculty of Taylor meet in regular session at 7:00
P. M. the first Monday in each month, or on call of the principal
executive on duty—President, Vice President, or Dean, who in
the order of their rank are its presiding officers. It serves as an
advisory council in all matters pertaining to curricula and school
government, and all members of the Faculty are officials with
the power to execute the common regulations of the school.
Faculty Committees. The Faculty's labors are divided with
the following committees, which meet as often as their duties
require: Committee on Credits, Committee on Government, Com-
mittee on Student Organizations and Publications, Committee on
Library. Other Faculty committees are adventitious, representing
the Administration rather than the Faculty. These four com-
mittees are nominated by the President and approved by the
Faculty, which has full authority over them, so that any student
or teacher concerned may, on request, have an action of a Fac-
ulty Committee reviewed by the Faculty as a Avhole if not satis-
fied with the judgment of the committee.
The several committees may make rules for operating the
interests of the school with which they are concerned so long as
these rules involve no intrusion upon any other committee or
upon the freedom of the Head of a Department to make rulings
in his own Department. In such a case, the action has to be
cleared in the general Faculty meeting. The committees may re-
fer their problems to the Faculty in matters where they do not
wish to assume responsibility, but are not required to make
formal reports of their work.
If a committee make a standing rule which affects the insti-
tution that rule is valid only when reported in open Faculty and
made a part of the Faculty records. No Faculty vote is neces-
sary, however, unless someone asks for a Faculty vote.
President and Faculty. Any action of the Faculty or Fac-
ulty Committees is subject to the President's veto, who will
assign reasons for his objection; but if after the veto, it is passed
again, this will constitute an appeal to the Governing Board.
COVENANT OF CONDUCT
Form of Government. Standards of behavior at Taylor are
determined by an understood code. We do not have student gov-
ernment or faculty government. Government is by rules on which
all persons are to agree before entering the organization. The
rules of Taylor, therefore, are not laws, but a covenant; and
when one fails or declines to keep the covenant he is permitted to
withdraw. No effort is made to tabulate and prohibit all the evils
of the day. "Do right" is the standard rule.
Condition to Entrance. Students whose habits and charact-
er are in accord with Taylor standards are eligible, and none
others. There is no doctrinal or spiritual test imposed. Neither
brains or character can be furnished at Taylor; the student must
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bring these with him or he should not come. The management
reserves the privilege to refuse to let a student register at the
opening of any term becausfe of defective grades or an unwhole-
some attitude toward the rules and ideals of the institution.
Evil Diversions. Taylor students agree to keep clear of
cards, dice, and gambling devices; to stay away from all places
of corrupt or questionable amusement.
Intoxicants and Tobacco. Persons expecting membership
in the Taylor student body or credits for courses taken must
agree to abstain from tobacco and intoxicants not only during
the sessions of school but in intervals of recess and vacation.
Hazing is an evil against which legislation has never been
needed in Taylor. It would not be tolerated. The spirit of uni-
versal fellowship inspires the elder to shelter the younger and
the strong to bear the infirmities of the weak.
Social Life. Certain uniformities or rules are maintained
from year to year to shelter the more emotional type of boys
and girls and prevent undue loss of time from study. These rules
are posted each year and should be learned and conscientiously
observed. Seniors who remain on the honor roll are treated
somewhat as the faculty in the matter of social rules.
Study Hours and Lights. Students in the dormitories are ex-
pected to observe the same rules of quietness and decorum that
would be required in a high class hotel. Study hours are 7:30 to
9:30 p. m. Light hours end at 10:10 p. m. excepting where special
permits are secured by those who have good reasons to ask for
later study hours. Campus games are not in order during the
day study hours, 8:30 a. m. to 3:30 p. m. except noon.
Absence after eleven at night is regarded as improper con-
duct for boys or girls excepting where satisfactory arrangement
has been made with the Dean of men or the Dean of women.
Boys and girls leaving the institution for absence of any con-
sequence should register with their Deans, leaving record of
their whereabouts.
FRATERNITIES, ATHLETICS, STUDENT GOVERNMENT
Our Year Book should carry a statement on three subjects
in which, ever and anon, some new made friend, usually in the
freshman class, undertakes to recommend a change. They are:
The absence of Fraternities, the absence of Intercollegiate
Athletics, and the absence of Student Government.
We do not have Fraternities because they would probably
disturb the democratic spirit that is necessary in the class of
work Taylor is doing. The fraternity over-shadows and weak-
ens the old fashioned literary societies in other modern colleges,
and Taylor wishes to preserve these societies, which are now a
profitable feature of its student life.
We do not have Intercollegiate Athletics because they seem
in other colleges to weaken intra-mural athletics, so prominent
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in Taylor, where almost everybody plays; because, also, it is
very difficult to keep intercollegiate athletics within temperate
bounds, where it will not demoralize discipline and interfere
with scholarship. Because, also, it is difficult to make them
really intercollegiate, and not rather give place to subsidized
professionals under whom the college is more interested in
winning games than in securing normal recreation. With no
disparagement of schools having intercollegiate athletics, it is
felt there should be a few without this feature.
We do not have Student Government because, at no moment
would the more settled minority, and seldom would the gross
majority, of Taylor Students be willing to have the ideals of
their school life determined by the controlling vote of young peo-
ple coming in from high schools of twenty or thirty states, im-
bued with the manifold notions of the day. The class of young
people who come to Taylor are usually good in their motives;
but it is safer for them to concur with Taylor's well attested
standards of government than that they should be tempted to
undertake the reshaping of the school. It is no special virtue of
democracy for an ever changing group to revise the policies of
its predecessors and type the order for its successors. Taylor is
not a commonwealth where theories of democracy, socialism or
fascism are exploited, but a family, made up of sons and daugh-
ters. To her alumni she is not an empire, but an alma mater.
THE STUDENT COUNCIL
The Student Council shall consist of five students, elected as
hereinafter provided. They will have no duties in the average
normal operation of the school, but shall be officially qualified to
represent the students' view point, and may, at their option,
have a joint session with the President, Faculty, or any Faculty
Committee, or with the Board of Trustees, where some student
or group of students have a matter they think should be acted
upon or reconsidered. If however, upon receiving an application
from a student or group of students the Student Council should
decide by majority vote that they can recommend no modifica-
tion in the matter laid before them, it will be their duty to de-
cline action.
The Student Council shall be formed as follows: In the
spring term, the President of the institution shall call for a vote
by ballot in chapel in which the juniors, sophomores, freshmen
and unclassified students respectively shall elect a member of
the Student Council. Election shall be by plurality, with the per-
son receiving the second highest vote being alternate in case the
one receiving highest should be out of school. At the opening
of the ensuing school year the four persons thus elected shall
select a fifth member from the incoming freshman class.
The five members of the Student Council shall organize in
the fall by electing a chairman to preside and call meetings and
a secretary to keep records, which records should be filed finally
with the secretary of the faculty. The chairman and secretary of
the Student Council are ex officio chairman and secretary of
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student body in case the student body as a whole should have
matters of common interest to consider.
The freshman elected on the Student Council is temporary
president of the incoming freshman class and it is his duty to
call his class together and organize it. After that, he has no
official relation to his class other than its representative on the
Council, excepting such as he may receive from his class by
election.
Election, Spring, 1926.
Senior, John Shilling, Alternate, Donald Wing.
Junior, Earl Allen, Alternate, Frances Thomas.
Sophomore, Lawrence Boyll, Alternate, Lester Clough.





Taylor University is located in Upland, Indiana. Upland re-
ceived its name from the fact that it is the highest point of land
on the Pennsylvania Railroad between Columbus, Ohio and
Chicago, Illinois. Upland is on the main double-tracked line, one
hundred forty-five miles from Columbus and one hundred sixty-
nine miles from Chicago. It is twelve miles east of Marion, seven
miles west of Hartford City, and seventy-five miles northeast of
Indianapolis.
The University grounds are one mile south of the railroad
station. The main campus lies just inside the corporate limits of
Upland. It occupies a slightly elevated position which gives a
commanding view of the surrounding country.
First At Fort Wayne
The Fort Wayne Female College was organized in 1846, by
the Indiana Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church. In
1852 it was united with the Collegiate Institute of the same
place and became the Fort Wayne Methodist Episcopal College,
a co-educational school. In 1890 it passed under the control of
the National Association of Local Preachers of the Methodist
Episcopal Church and its name was changed to Taylor Uni-
versity. It was named for the first missionary bishop of Africa
from the Methodist Episcopal Church, one of the greatest mis-
sionaries of modern times. After personal visitation and exami-
nation into the character and work of the University, Bishop
Taylor gave it his hearty endorsement, prayed for it three times
every day and assisted it by his influence and with his means. It
found a place in his great heart because of its spirituality, its
missionary enthusiasm and its interest in students needing
financial assistance. All who have become familiar with its out-
put of Christian manhood and womanhood heartily endorse his
statement that "this work is of God." There is a sacred memory
in connection with the fact that Bishop Taylor helped to lay the
corner stone of the present administration building.
Moved To Upland
On July 31, 1893, the institution was rechartered and moved
to its present location. Rev. T. C. Reade, LL.D., was President at
the time the location was changed from Fort Wayne to Upland.
In its new location it began with a campus of ten acres of land
and $10,000.00 donated by the citizens of Upland. The energy,
consecration and self-sacrifice of President Reade and his helpers
built up the institution from these small beginnings. The rates
were made extremely low that a college education might be
placed within the reach of the common people.
THE LEGAL HUNDRED AND THE CHURCH
Two readjustments have been made recently in an effort to
fix the affiliation of Taylor in a practical form, upon a basis that
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will assure its service to future generations without permitting
it to lose its heritage through atmospheric changes in the con-
ferences and the theological world. An effort to put it under
interdenominational control lasted less than two years and
proved impractical. The second amendment with the cheerful
consent of the Board and Alumni Association placed the school
in custody of the Legal Hundred, an organization formed under
the advice of President John Paul, who got his suggestion from
The Legal Hundred in England, created as a legal person to
succeed John Wesley. The financial difficulties of the school were
adjusted by this organization and its title to the school was
guaranteed by the courts in the school year of 1923-24, which
marked the first considerable unit in the school's endowment and
several other phases of advancement. With that year the
Academy was discontinued and the graduate offerings were re-
duced to the Master of Arts degree in the theological major. Bac-
calaureate courses, well adapted to preparation for Christian
service, became the principal emphasis in the school's education
policy. Taylor University clings to its time honored and unalter-
able motto, "Holiness unto the Lord."
THE GROUNDS AND BUILDINGS
The grounds of Taylor University now total one hundred and
sixty acres, a square block, one-half mile in either direction, be-
ginning at the south edge of Upland and fronting upon an ex-
tension of Main Street. Added to this is a number of city lots
north of the campus, some of which are improved with cottages
or bungalows, used by professors or rented to patrons. "Uni-
versity Place" is a growing addition to Upland, a most pleasant
residential section, supplied by both the city and college water
plants, and having day and night current at reasonable rates.
H. Maria Wright Hall is the main building and is located
near the center of the campus. It contains administrative offices,
recitation rooms, laboratories and library.
Helena Memorial Music Hall is located southeast of H.
Maria Wright Hall. This building was made possible by the be-
quest of Mrs. Helena Gehman of Urbana, Ohio. The name was
designated in the will. A bronze tablet bears this inscription:
"Erected in honor of Rev. R. W. Gehman, a Pioneer Local
Preacher of Urbana, Ohio, 1911." While the building was made
possible by this bequest it was supplemented by a very sub-
stantial gift from Mr. and Mrs. Israel B. Shreiner, and by other
smaller gifts.
The School of Music occupies the main floor of this building.
The second floor contains, besides two music practice rooms, a
large room to be used for music recital and chapel exercises. The
basement story contains a gymnasium with dressing rooms and
shower-baths.
Central Heating Plant is a new modern building, one of the
best in the state. It has a storage capacity of ten car-loads of
coal and is of sufficient size to meet expanding needs. It is equip-
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ped with three large boilers and space is left for three more.
Greenhouses with a capacity of thousands of plants are lo-
cated on the farm just south of the main building. More than
thirteen thousand square feet of floor space is already under
cover.
Sickler Hall is a men's dormitory, located on the northwest
comer of the campus.
Samuel Morris Hall is a men's dormitory, located about a
half block from the campus. It has been remodeled so as to pro-
vide guest rooms, and a reception room for the young men.
Speicher Hall is a dormitory, located on a lot adjacent to the
campus.
Swallow-Robin Hall. This is a three-story dark brick build-
ing, that makes a very comfortable home; formerly for young
women, but now for upper class nsen. This was made possible by
the gift of Rev. Dr. S. C. Swallow of the Central Pennsylvania
Conference, and is called the Swallow-Robin Dormitory in honor
of himself and his wife, whose maiden name was Robin. The
rooms of this dormitory are named for those who contributed.
The basement of this building is equipped for our Domestic
Science Department, and also contains a laundry.
Post Office Building, formerly the dining hall, provides an
up-to-date college post-office, an elegant book store, mailing
room, restaurant, commercial room, etc.
The Women's Dormitories. This system of buildings bears
three names. The north unit is Stanley Magee Memorial. The
middle unit is the John D. Campbell Building. The south unit is
the Wisconsin Building. There are more than a hundred seventy
bed rooms, with running water in each; three parlors; several
lobbies and halls; four sets of stairs and an elevator; a great
general dining room, with section for luncheons; the Jay County
kitchen and service room; a basement for laundering and another
for recreation and social events. Twelve splendid porches, with
stately, oval pillars of concrete—three on the north, three on
the south and six on the east, accommodating the first three
ascensions. .
The Corner Store is owned and operated by the school, pro-
viding groceries, notions, and miscellaneous supplies.
EQUIPMENT
The Library, full of treasures new and old, is now supplied
with about nine thousand volumes, and is catalogued and con-
ducted after the latest model of efficiency. It is constantly grow-
ing.
The Clippinger Observatory is located on the south side of
the campus. It is named in honor of Dr. Charles L. Clippinger,
former dean of the University. The telescope is a ten and one-
half inch reflector, equatorially mounted.
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The Science Lecture Room has forty tablet-arm opera chairs,
a lecture desk, and a large combination projection lantern. The
desk is fitted with gas, water, steam, compressed air, and both
direct and alternating currents of electricity. The direct current
is supplied from a four and one-half K. W. motor-generator set.
The Physics Laboratory is equipped Avith the necessary ap-
paratus for laboratory and demonstration work. The room has
gas, water, and both direct and alternating currents of electrici-
ty. Much valuable equipment has recently been added.
The Chemical Laboratories. There are two chemical labor-
atories, the general and the analytical. The laboratories are well
supplied with the equipment necessary for the various courses.
The Biological Laboratory has seventeen compound micro-
scopes, a paraffine bath, microtones, and such minor apparatus as
dissecting lenses, straining jars and cabinets.
The Walker Museum. The museum consists of curios and of
specimens illustrating zoology, geology, mineralogy, botany,
archaeolgy. They are of great advantage to students in com-
parative studios, especially in zoology and geology. We solicit
donations of both specimens and furnishings.
PUBLICATIONS
The student body publishes the Echo, a weekly paper, and the
Gem, which is the school annual. The Institution publishes a
Bulletin, supposed to be monthly, though some issues are
omitted. This Catalogue is one number. The other numbers
are lively sheets of news and views. Subscription is free to all
who call for it.
ORGANIZATIONS
The Literary Societies. There are two Literary Societies
whose membership is open to both men and women. These soci-
eties are called the Philalethean and Thalonian. They meet alter-
nately, and excellent literary programs are rendered.
The Debating Clubs. The young men have two debating
clubs, the Eulogonian and the Eureka. The young women have
likewise two—the Soangetaha and the Mnanka. The Debating
Clubs are drilling their members to think logically and quickly,
and to appear on the platform without embarrassment. Inter-
collegiate debating is now a feature, with many laurels in Tay-
lor's favor.
Taylor University Holiness League. This organization holds
a meeting each Friday evening for the study of the Bible from
the standpoint of the great doctrine of Holiness. It is a very
spiritual meeting and helpful to all who participate. This is one
of the organizations that help maintain the high spiritual
standards of Taylor University.
The Prayer Band meets every week for an hour of prayer.
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It is a center of spiritual power. Not only is it a blessing to all
the members and all who attend, but it is a great factor in the
spiritual life of the institution.
The Student Volunteer Band. Spiritual power and the mis-
sionary spirit always go together. Knowing Taylor's spiritual
status one would expect the missionary spirit to be strong. The
Volunteer Band has a large membership and meets weekly. It
furnishes missionary literature for the Library. Many of its
former members are now doing effective work in foreign fields.
Gospel Teams. Gospel teams, under the direction of experi-
enced leaders, afford ample opportunity for those interested to
take part in evangelistic work in the sui'rounding territory,
sometimes extending to other states in the vacation seasons.
Ministerial Association. For mutual helpfulness, to avail
themselves of special lectures from competent visitors, and to
co-operate with the Department of Ministerial Training in the
University, the ministerial students are organized into an Asso-
cation. All persons looking to the ministry, male and female, are
eligible for membership.
The Athletic Association. Members of this association in-
clude the entire student body. Its purpose is to promote good
clean athletics, and to improve the equipment of the gymnasium
and athletic fields. This organization has charge of all apparatus
for outdoor exercise. The control of its fund is in the hands of a
joint committee, composed of the Physical Director for men,
three members of the faculty, and three students chosen by the
Athletic Association. There are no inter-collegiate games. The
institution provides the Director and the Gymnasium out of
general fees, while the Association out of its fund provides such
requisites and materials as are needed for annual consumption,
CONTESTS AND PRIZES
All participants in any contests must be students enrolled
for the full term in which the contest occurs, and must be tak-
ing work enough to require at least three-fourths of regular
tuition in that term.
No student shall be eligible for scholarship or contest
honors whose department record, in the estimation of the Fac-
ulty, has rendered him unworthy of such honors.
The same musical or literary composition may not be used
by any contestant on more than one contest.
Inter-Society Contest. At the instance of one of the school's
benefactors, George W. Mooney, D. D., the life of Taylor's two
literary societies is attended with a new impetus each commence-
ment season by a friendly contest, in which the winners receive
a certificate of honor. The societies elect the contestants, each
society selecting one for each subject. A winner can not be put
up the second time. The successful contestants for 1925 were as
follows: Oration, Harold Ockenga, Thalonian; Essay, Ethel
Buffington, Philalethean; Piano, Eva Oliver, Thalonian; Sing-
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ing, Esther Carman, Philalethean; Reading, Iva Hawkins, Tha-
lonian.
Ayres-Hill Prize in Vocal Music. This prize is given by Dr.
B. W. Ayres and Dr. Melvin J. Hill. It provides for two contests,
one between the men and one between the women. In each of
these contests there is a first prize of ten dollars, and a second
prize of five dollars, on the following conditions:
1. Only those are eligible who are students of voice train-
ing or piano in Taylor University.
2. Anyone not having received the first prize shall be
eligible to participate.
3. Judges shall be recognized non-resident singers or
teachers of voice training,
4. The date of the contest shall be arranged by the Presi-
dent of the University and the Director of voice training. In
1925 Ada Rupp and Howard M. Skinner won first prizes, and
Mabel Landon and George Edie second prizes.
Bishop Taylor Contest. Rev. George W. Ridout, D. D., aided
by various friends, is sponsor for a prize of $25 for orations on
the life and work of Bishop William Taylor. This is divided into
a first prize of $15 and a second prize of $10. The contest is held
on the evening of May 2, Bishop Taylor's birthday. The prize will
be increased in the spring of 1927.
In 1926 Hazel Chamberlain won first prize and Raymond
Squire second.
Hill Scholarsliip. A scholarship of $25.00 a year in memory
of the Reverend Caleb Hill, one-time member of the Central Ohio
Conference, has been established to assist a deserving student in
his preparation for the ministry; the Faculty to award the
scholarship as it deems best.
A Preacher's Prize. Mr. and Mrs. John A. Duryea are giv-
ing two prizes of $20 and $5 respectively for the best messages
on Entire Sanctification, based on "doctrine, ethics, and evangel-
istic delivery". Messages not to exceed 15 minutes, to be de-
livered during commencement. Contestants to be eliminated by
manuscripts down to five.
Quartette Prize. To encourage the development of efficient
Gospel Quartettes, the President of the institution gives a prize
of $25 each year for the best quartette, judged by critical stand-
ards of musicians and general efficiency as representatives of
Taylor University.
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Alphabetical list of those who have taken a regular bache-
lor's degree at Taylor University since 1900. We shall appreci-
ate having our attention called to any defects in this roll.
Abbey, Eloise M., '24, A. B.
Abbey, Iris, '15, A. B.
Abbey, Vere W., '16, A. B.
Albright, L. Dallas, '22, A. B.
Allen, Orrel, '13, A. B.
Arrasmith, M. P., '05, Ph. B.
Asplin, Glen R., '17, A. B.
Ayres, Kenneth D., '20, B. S.
Ayres, Gilbert, '25, A. B.
Bain, Joseph Smith, '07, Ph. B.
Bamett, Floyd, '22, A. B.
Beale, Florence, '25, A. B.
Beiderwell, S. F., '00, A. B.
Bennett, Edna, '16, A. B.
Bieri, Kathryne, '25, A. B.
Bingham, Florence E., '20, A. B.
Blades, Joseph, '18, A. B.
Blodgett, Doris, '25, A. B.
Bloomster, D. A., '15, A. B.
Bloomster, O. H., '15, A. B.
Bloomster, Mrs. O. H., '15, A. B.
Boase, Herbert, '04, Ph. B.
Bonner, L. M., '24, A. B.
Bonner, Mrs. L. M., '25, A. B.
Bos, Edward K., '22, A. B.
Bos, Jacob, '14, A. B.
Bowen, J. Herbert, '21, A. B.
Brackney, O. W., '04, A. B.
Bridgewater, Gertrude, '14, A. B.
Briggs, Edwin A., '24, A. B.
Briggs, Harry I., '22, A. B.
Brooks, Flora E., '13, A. B.
Brooks, Leslie M., '17, A. B.
Brooks, Lucy, '20, A. B.
Brown, Francis W., '21, A. B.
Brown, J. Harvey, '18, A. B.
Brown, J. W., '22, A. B.
Brown, Roy 0., '15, A. B.
Brubaker, Owen B., '16, A. B.
Bruner, Viola, '25, A. B.
Buffington, Ethel, '25, A. B.
Bugher, John C, '21, B. S.
Burch, W. A., '15, A. B.
Burleson, Walter, '07, Ph. B.
Bushey, C. J., '17, A. B.
Byshe, E. W., '01, A. B.
Campbell, Jane, '20, B. Mus.
Caris, Clara, '14, A. B.
Cassel, Alma, '22, A. B.
Demaree, Margaret, '16, A. B.
Cassel, Lela, '22, A. B.
Cassidy, Velma M., '24, A. B.
Chalfant, Homer R., '14, A. B.
Chalfant, Lena, '15, A. B.
Chang, S. H., '22, A. B.
Chattin, H. I., '05, Litt. B.
Chesterman, Maude, '25, A. B.
Christenson, N. A., '15, A. B.
Chu, Cheong Ying, '25, A. B.
Churchill, Caroline, '24, A. B.
Climenhaga, A. W., '19, A. B.
Cline. Lula, '20, A. B.
Coons, C. S., '02, A. B.
Copley, Ruth, '17, A. B.
Cortez, E., '22, A. B.
Cortner, A. E., '18, A. B.
Crabtree, E. E., '19, A. B.
Culpeper, S., '00, A. B.
Dancey, Elizabeth, '19, A. B.
Dare, Irma, '25, A. B.
Daughenbaugh, L. C, '24 A. B.
Daugherty, Rosabelle, '25, A. B.
Davis, M. R., '22, A. B.
Day, A. E., '04, A. B.
Denbo, J. S., '22, A. B.
Dennis, W. C, '02, A. B.
Derr, R. J., '14, A. B.
Dougherty, G. P., '02, Ph. B.
Draper, Olive May, '13, A. B.
Druschel, J. D., '16, A. B.
Duncan, D. S., '01, A. B.
Dunlap, P. R., '21, A. B.
Dunn, Olive, '21, A. B.
Eason, J. C, '14, A. B.
Eavey, C. B., '21, A. B.
Ekblad, Axel H., '19, A. B.
Ekis, Frances L., '20, B. Mus.
Elder, Ethel Winifred, '07, Ph.B.
Ellison, Grace, '11, A. B.
Emerson, Olive E., '19, A. B.
Erickson, A., '02, Ph. B.
Eskes, Alice E., '20, A. B.
Evaul, S. H., '03, Ph. B.
Fales, Cora, '15, A. B.
Faulder, Audrey, '22, A. B.
Fenstermacher, Geo., '22, A. B.
Fenstermacher, R., '19, A. B.
Fletcher, F. H., '24, A. B.
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Focht, Lyman, '22, A. B.
Foltz, E. B., '03, Ph. B.
Fox, Jesse, '25, A. B.
French, C, '22, A. B.
French, Elsie G., '24, A. B.
French, Mary, '22, A, B.
French, Orville, '22, A. B.
Frey, E. M., '24, A. B.
Fujihara, Tadayoshi, '21, B. S.
Gibbs, D. Marie, '18, A. B.
Giggy, E., '15, A. B.
Gilbertson, E. N., '22, A. B.
Gisriel, E. C., '06, Ph. B.
Gisriel, S. W., '06, A. B.
Gonsales, Alfredo, '20, A. B.
Graves, Beautrix, '17, A. B,
Gray, Florence M., '24, A. B.
Gress, F. W., '01, A. B.
Guiler, Ivel, '22, A. B.
Guy, Belle, '15, A. B.
Hallman, E. C., '09, A. B.
Hansen, N. E., '17, A. B.
Hastings, Elizabeth E., '04, Ph.B.
Hastings, H. G., '14, A. B.
Henning, Ralph, '25, A. B.
Hess, J. L., '00, A. B.
Hiraide, K., '14, A. B.
Holmes, G. W., '13, A. B.
Hoover, J. E., '07, Ph. B.
Householder, EtRel, '11, A. B.
Householder, Mary A., '12, A.B.
Hudnutt, Alice G., '06, A. B.
Hudson, N. H., '02, Ph. B.
Hults, E., '24, A. B.
Hurlbut, F., '11, A. B.
Hutsinpiller, R., '20, A. B.
Hutsinpiller, Mrs, Ross, '21, A.B.
Illick, C. R., '15, A. B.
Illick, J. T., '10, A. B.
Imler, D. J., '19, A. B.
Jacobs, L. G., '09, Ph. B.
James, Lazar, '12, A. B.
James, Margaret C., '03, A. B.
Jameson, P., '12, A. B.
Jeffers, C., '20, A. B.
Jennings, Charles, '25, A. B.
Jones, L. H., '22, A. B.
Jones, Mrs. Mary F., '19, A. B.
Kendrick, H., '22, A. B.
Ketcham, Maynard, '25, A. B.
Kettyle, Mildred A., '24, A. B.
Kibby, C. P., '09, A. B.
Kidder, W. L., '13, A. B.
Knight, J. W., '15, A. B.
Knight, R. W., '15, A. B.
Lawrason, Bruce, '25, A. B.
Lee, Frank P., '20, A. B.
Lee, Tan Piew, '16, A. B.
Leisman, Edwin G., '25, A. B.
Lenhart, N. G., '01, B. S.
Lesh, J. A., '06, Ph. B.
Lewis, B. W., '13, A. B.
Lewis, L. C., '12, A. B.
Lindsey, Bessie L., '24, A. B.
Lohnes, C. A., '00, Ph. B.
Lonergan, Bertha M., '17, A. B.
Long, Ward W., '15, A. B.
Mabuce, Ethel L., '16, A. B.
Maston, Ruth, '19, A. B.
Mathews, E. A., '07, Ph. B.
Mathews, Eva B., '06, Ph. B.
Maynard, Charles, '25, A. B.
McClellan, Alice, '15, A. B.
McCutchen, Martha, '19, A. B.
McCutchen, R. S., '19, A. B.
McLaughlin, W. J., '24, A. B.
McLeod, H. E., '05, Ph. B.
McNulty, Ira C, '12, A. B.
Merrin, Harriet S., '03, Ph. B,
Michel, O. W., '24, A. B.
Miles, Inez, '21, A. B.
Miller, Gladys, '17, A. B.
Morgan, J. J. B., '11, A. B.
Morrison, F. G., '03, A. B.
Morton, Minnie, '03, Ph. B.
Morton, Ethel, '25, A. B.
Mott, Thurman, '18, A. B.
Moulton, W. O., '21, A. B.
Naden, Lauren, '25, A. B.
Netf, Laura E., '22, A. B.
Newcombe, J. S., '07, Ph. B.
Nysewander, B. D., '16, A. B.
Ogawa, Shigetomi, '24, A. B.
Oliver, M. C, '22, A. B.
Oliver, Walter, '18, A. B.
Olson, C, '15, A. B.
O'Neill, W. B., '20, A. B.
Opper, B. R., '15, A. B.
Osborne, Basil, '25, A. B.
Osborne, B. T., '24, A. B.
Osborne, Mabel S., '21, A. B.
Outland, M., '12, A. B.
Patterson, W., '17, A. B.
Phillips, F. C, '15, A. B.
Picklesimer, LaRue, '25, A. B.
Pierson, R. R. H., '06, Ph. B.
Pilgrim, E. W., '23, A. B.
Pogue, B. R., '18, A. B.
Polhemus, Pharaba, '25, A. B.
Puffer, Lottie, '23, A. B.
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Pugh, A. W., '22, A. B.
Reasoner, Alene, '25, A. B.
Rector, May, '22, A. B.
Rheme, Blanche C, '24, A. B.
Rheme, Arthur, '25, A. B.
Roberts, A. V., '04, Ph. B.
Roberts, Ira. J., '19, A. B.
Rogers, A. H., '20, A. B.
Rose, J. W., '21, A. B.
Ruppert, Lulu I., '16, A. B.
Ryder, E. R., '12, A. B.
Sauer, Clara, '15, A. B .
Scharer, C. W., '04, Ph. B.
Scharer, Ella, '18, A. B.
SchoU, E. M., '01, Ph. B.
Schlarb, H. C, '18, A. B.
Scoville, Ila, '23, A. B.
Seelig, J. F., '21, A. B.
Shilling, C, '23, B. S.
Singer, A., '07, Ph. B.
Skow, Anna C, '18, A. B.
Skow, Mae R., '23, A. B.
Smith, Helen B., '17, A. B.
Smith, M. Louise, '24, A. B.
Smith, P. B., '17, A. B.
Smith, S. Winifred, '24, A. B.
Smith, Wyatt, '22, A. B.
Snider, G. A., '16, A. B.
Spalding, A. Amy, '16, A. B.
Spalding, P. Joyce, '23, A. B.
Speirs, Ruth, '23, A. B.
Stephens, Corey, '19, A. B.
Stephenson, Joy, '19, A. B.
Stiles, G. A., '20, A. B.
Stoke, S. M., '16, A. B.
Stone, R. I., '14, A. B.
Stuart, R. L., '06, Ph. B.
Takechi, Otoshige, '25, A. B.
Talbott, Reba, '15, A. B.
Tanner, Emma, '13, A. B.
Teed, Pauline, '20, B. Mus.
Thompson, A. C, '24, A. B.
Thompson, Blanche L., '13, A. B.
Thompson, W. L., '13, A. B.
Treber, Ernest, '22, A. B.
Tresler, Emma, '21, A. B.
Tressler, R. L., '16, A. B.
Turbeville, S. H., '05, Ph. B.
Umphrey, S. N., '16, A. B.
Underbill, E. S., '01, A. B.
Vickery, J. B., '18, A. B.
Ward, Violet, '14, A. B.
Watkins, Marion L., '25, A. B.
Weed, R. R., '22, A. B.
White, J. C. B., '22, A. B.
White, L. A., '22, A. B.
Wiest, Grace, '01, B. L.
Wilcox, M. B., '19, A. B.
Wilde, F. D., '21, A. B.
Williams, R. H., '17, A. B.
Williams, W. K., '21, B. S.
Wimer, F. A., '11, A. B.
Wohlschlegel, G. D., '23, A. B.






Atkinson, Doris Jessie Indiana
Beane, Harold L. New York
Beers, Alva E. Ohio
Blake, Sibyl Indiana
Chatterson, Leonard H. Wisconsin
Dare, Ruby E. Missouri
Eicher, Elmore H. New York
French, Clara M. New York
Hawkins, Iva E. Michigan
Hickok, Alice J. Washington
Hightower, Carl Michigan
Keller, Elsie M. Pennsylvania
Kempin, Adolph W. Pennsylvania
Kempin, Albert J. Pennsylvania
Kepple, Paul C. Pennsylvania
Kletzing, Irene . Illinois
Kraus, Alma E. Michigan
Landon, Mabel F. Ohio
Leisman, Milton B. Wisconsin
Leisure, Harriet Indiana
Lindell, Avis M. Pennsylvania
Lindell, Ernest Pennsylvania
Lortz, Ruth M. , Washington
Lyon, Herbert New York
Nickel, Helen E. Canada
Radaker, Mildred G. Pennsylvania
Rowland, Frances A. Pennsylvania
Russell, Walter L. Delaware
Seaver, Hattie F. Michigan
Sherbourne, Florence Ohio
Shoemaker, Helen Jane Indiana
Skinner, Howard M. Michigan
Snell, Clair J. Michigan
Spalding, Dorothy Indiana
Squire, Raymond M. Pennsylvania
Stoke, Mary Illinois
Sturgis, Raymond R. Oklahoma
Tarbell, S. Dale Pennsylvania
Wells, Frank E. New York
Whitenack, Dorwin V. Indiana
Wing, Helen C. Indiana
JUNIOR
NAME STATE
Alojado, Manuel ___ Philippine Islands
Andrews, Mrs. Beatrice R. New York








Clench, C. David Canada
Coghlan, Margaret F, Michigan
Dean, Harry E. Pennsylvania
Diaz, Leonardo J. South America
Draper, Ruth Iowa
Duryea, Evelyn J. New York




Jones, Maurice L Iowa
Kaetzel, Charlotte Indiana
Kellar, Mildred B. Indiana
Kletzing, Neva L. Illinois
Lewis, Hazel C. Michigan
Manning, Leon W. Michigan
Mosser, Lynn S. Pennsylvania
Ockenga, Harold J. Illinois
Olson, Grace Ohio
Phillips, Bertha B. Indiana
Purchis, Leona M. Michigan
Purdy, Travis Michigan
Reed, Melvin J. Michigan
Ripley, Helen Ohio
Rose, Norman L. Pennsylvania
Rupp, Orlo A. Ohio




Summers, Virginia E. Michigan
Taber, Marcius E. .' Michigan
Thompson, Sara Jane Pennsylvania
York, Leon F. New York
York, Rachel A. New York
SOPHOMORE
NAME STATE
Abrams, Fenton N. Wisconsin
Allen, Earl E. Wisconsin
Atkinson, Dorothy Illinois
Bailey, Erwin Ohio
Ball, Sophia E. New York
Beebe, Mary Elizabeth Ohio
Blank, Esther E. Ohio
Bourquard, Ruth Ohio
Breland, Ruby Mississippi
Brown, Helen L. Michigan
Bums, Helen Mae Indiana
Callahan, Edna Indiana
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Christensen, A. N. New York
Dixon, Geneva Michigan
Draper, Wesley Indiana
Dukes, Harvey D. Maryland
Dukes, Mabel Maryland
Eaton, Edward C. Michigan
Flood, Ruth , Ohio
Gleason, Melvina Minnesota
Gustavson, Elsie M. Minnesota
Halterman, Eugene Ohio
Hamilton, Ernest W. Ohio
Hasbrouck, David M. Pennsylvania
Howe, Bertha Pennsylvania
Irish, Dean W. Wisconsin
Jackson, Gertrude E. Iowa
Jerrett, Dorothy M. Michigan
Kelley, Ruth R. Indiana
Kinnaman, Kenneth K. Indiana
Lindsey, Martha Pennsylvania
Maas, Gladys Wisconsin
Masa, Jorge Philippine Islands
Macy, Lela Indiana
McLean, George Pennsylvania
Miller, Mrs. Edith Ohio
Neiman, Lester Pennsylvania
Osmun, Anna F. Maryland
Rood, John Michigan
Rosario, Emilio del Philippine Islands
Runion, Mrs. Bernice Iowa
Runion, Louis J. Iowa
Rupp, Ada E. Ohio
Ruth, M. Grace Indiana
Shoemaker, Harriette Indiana





Tippett, Stanley R. Ohio
Trout, Lester J. Ohio
Underhill, L. Claire Michigan
Weber, Edgar A, New York
Weber, Mrs. Edith New York




Abrams, Wm. J. Wisconsin
Arny, Irene E Michigan
Atkmson, E. Mary Indiana
Bahm, Archie J. Michigan
Bakkers, Andrew Vernon Illinois
Baldwin, Morris J. Pennsylvania
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Bieri, Walter J. Pennsylvania
Borden, Harley L. Ohio
Boyll, Lawrence R. Indiana
Brineman, Mabel Indiana
Bruun, Paul M. Ohio
Buckley, Frank G., Jr. Pennsylvania
Burns, Nelson Ohio
Burt, John New York
Campbell, AUiene M. Ohio
Cannon, Virginia Ohio
Carl, Bernice H. Michigan
Chase, Jesse M. New York
Clark, Robert B. Pennsylvania
Clough, Lester Michigan
Collins, Dorothy F. Indiana
Cramer, M. Douglas Ohio
Decker, Ada Lee Virginia
DeField, Alice L. Michiga,n
Dennison, Margaret J. Illinois
Deyo, Josephine Minnesota
Du Bois, Clyde Louisiana
Fields, Velma Indiana
First, George A. Greece
Forsythe, Helen M. Wisconsin
Frank, Edward Illinois
Gartrell, Lloyd B. Ohio
Gartrell, Elmer N. Ohio
Glazier, Pauline Indiana
Haan, Bessie D. Michigan
Hamilton, Lester E. Indiana
Hanes, Donald E. Indiana
Harris, Pauline B. Indiana
Hathaway, Claude T. Ohio
Hawkes, William S. Indiana
Hinshaw, Idris Indiana





Kelley, Frank T. Delaware
Kendall, Leah O. Indiana
Kem> Ruth C. Michigan
Krause, Albert L. Minnesota
Lan, Alice Y. China
Leach, Ronald New York
Leisure, Mary Indiana
Lewis, Frank S. Pennsylvania
Lewis, Lloyd Indiana
Martin, Irma E. Wisconsin
McCain, Roxy Pennsylvania
McKenzie, Harold A. Pennsylvania





Nelson, J. Morris Michigan
Neuenschwander, Gladys Indiana
Obney, Jean Ohio
Opliger, Velma M. Indiana
Osborne, Althea Jane Indiana
Owen, John Paul Indiana
Pailthorp, Harold Michigan
Parvin, Mildred M. Indiana
Paul, Wilson Indiana
Pinch, Raymond Michigan
Poland, Foster H. Pennsylvania
Pollitt, Bertha Michigan
Rice, Raymond E. Indiana
Robinson, Erma Indiana
Rose, Edwin Kent Illinois
Ross, Evelyn J. Indiana




Shilliday, Everett P. Ohio
Shultz, Carlton New York
Sliter, Mildred Michigan
Smith, Fernando .* New York
Sothoron, Bessie J. Ohio
Spreen, Ida Marie Ohio
Sprunger, Milo M. Ohio
Stewart, Anna M. Georgia
Stiles, LeRoy L. Michigan





Tinkham, Ruth E, Indiana
Tower, Katherine Illinois
Uhlinger, James R. Ohio
Weber, Alice R. Ohio
Whetsel, Mildred M. Indiana
Wills, Harold T. New York
Whitaker, Paul K. Pennsylvania
White, Ivan C. Michigan
Wideman, Gertrude L. Minnesota
Williams, Clarence E. North Carolina
Williams, Garnet Indiana
Wlliams, Thelma L, Michigan
Williams, W. H. A. Pennsylvania
Wilson, M. Lee Indiana
Wright, Lewis B. New York
York, Lena O. New York
York, Wayne H. New York
Young, Robert W. Ohio









































































































































































































































































































































Foreign Countries Represented 6
States Represented 25



































TAYLOR UNIVERSITY, UPLAND, INDIANA
1. Your object in life, if decided
2. Your probable classification
3. How many units of high school work have you?
4. In what other colleges have you studied and how long?
5. Have you retired from any high school or college because of
complaint against your conduct?
6. Will you wholly abstain from the use of tobacco?
7. May we count on you to sustain us in our custom of exclud-
ing from Taylor University the dance, cards, and dice, and
kindred agencies of dissipation?
8. Will you give respectful encouragement to the religious
activities of the school, including its chapel services?
Information wanted: Your race? Date




*Do you wish a room reserved?
Plan of payments Mark "regular"
if you will comply with our regular terms, namely, payment
of one-third of the year's expenses at the beginning of each
term: September 23, December 29, and March 23. Should other
terms be required, a letter should come in advance to get the
other plan approved before the student comes to school.
Signature of student




Upland, Indiana, is not many miles from the center of
American population; 75 miles from Indianapolis, 169 miles from
Chicago, 145 miles from Columbus, 190 miles from Detroit. Look
for Marion or Muncie, the nearest cities, on the map. Upland
is between these cities, fourteen miles from Marion. Limited
trains usually stop for through passengers during periods of
opening and closing of terms.
Taylor University has three local stations. Upland Station,
one mile north of the school, for Pennsylvania trains. Hartford
City, seven miles southwest, for interurban traction cars from
Fort Wayne and other points. Jonesboro, six miles west, for
interurban tractions, Big Four trains (C.C.C. & St.L.) from
Louisville, Cincininati and northern points, and Chesapeake and
Ohio trains from Cincinnati or Chicago.
Bus fare to Taylor 25 cents from the Hartford Hotel, Hart-
ford City, and from the bridge at the C. & 0. Station, Jonesboro.
From Marion, 50 cents. Taxi rates are reasonable.
Travelers from points in Michigan and north of Fort Wayne,
Indiana, should aim to reach Fort Wayne to take the 2:00 p. m.
traction, which arrives in Hartford City about 3:45 p. m. Passen-
gers from Detroit and eastern lines will intersect our Penn-
sylvania line at Union City, Indiana.
Passengers from Cincinnati should aim to leave that city
for Jonesboro, Indiana, on the C. & O. at 6:30 a. m. or the Big
Four at 9:00 a. m.
Passengers from Chicago should leave the Union Station,
tickets to Upland, at 9:20 a. m. An easy, though more expensive
way is to leave Chicago on sleeper, C. & O., Twelfth Street Sta-
tion, 11:20 p. m., arrive Jonesboro, 6:40 a. m., and take Upland
bus at the bridge a few minutes later.
From Indianapolis, passengers can come to Jonesboro on




Its gross assets, including estate notes and
pledges, are over a million dollars.
Its finance is handled with care and efficiency.
Investment in Taylor is investment in most
every branch of human welfare.
Small annual contributors are numerous, and
necessary, forming a beautiful bond of fellowship.
Providence must necessarily provide an occasion-
al large gift.
THE ANNUITY BOND
For purposes of promotion, building, and en-
dowment, Taylor provides an annuity bond of any
size to meet the convenience of the investor, which
furhishes a convenient way to handle one's property
while living and makes it safe to do good after the
donor's death.
Following are the facts about Annuity Bonds of
Taylor University:
They pay better interest.
They are non-taxable.
They are secured by special collateral.
They pay interest every six months.
They make you partner in a great work.
The matter of how to get this Annuity Bond is
very simple. Send to Dr. John Paul, President of
Taylor University, a check payable to the institution
for the amount you wish to put into the bond, stat-
ing your age and the interest you will need, and the
bond will be executed and sent to you promptly, if
your terms are possible.
WILLS
(Form for adding Taylor to your will.)
"I give and bequeath to Taylor University, Upland,
Indiana, incorporated by the State of Indiana, the
sum of Dollars ($ ),
and the receipt of the treasurer thereof shall be suf-
ficient discharge to my executor for the same."
Recently an authority has stated that 85 per cent
of people die without making their wills. It is a duty
none should neglect who expect to help any good




Bishop William Taylor, for whom Taylor University was named
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
Maria Wright Hall, sacred in every land in the hearts former
students
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
Expression Studio in Maria Wright Hall
Girls practising Expression on
the campus
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
Taylor's Science Equipment is elaborate and complete
Experimenting
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY




Helena Memorial Music Hall, headquarters for Taylor's
exceptional school of music
Director's Studio
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY




Domestic Science room which is to be enlarged next year
"One egg, two cups of flour'
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY







Flowers and vegetables grow
abundantly in our greenhouses
Great boilers that warm our rooms
when January does not thaw
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY






Kidner bridge and the Mississinnewa River where student groups
frequently go for picnics
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
"Up beyond the village border,
Pointing in the air,
Stands a tower seen far distant
When the day is fair."
578
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